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CHAPTER 1 
G^FRAL I4TR0D„OTICN 
1.1 GOAL 
This thesis deals with a computer study. Cross sections are cal-
calated for aton molecule systcns w^th the twofold goa_ to Orcvide not 
too unrealistic predictions for a number of collision experiments 
a n d to study physical effects like the probability of reorientation 
as function of tne strength of the angle dependent part of the po-
tential (AIP). We realize that tie first goal has only oeen achieved 
in a rather unsa+isfymg way, there does not exist a single atom-diatom 
system where the full interaction potential is well known, moreover, 
due to recent ana still continued experiments the employed potentials 
are charged ard improved all the tiire. hevertheless, for the systems 
discussed below (Hp-Kr, -He, -We, -Ar) the used potentials describe at 
least some experiments properly, so that the calculated cross sections 
approximately reflect the realistic behaviour. 
We have tried to describe the calculated effects searching for 
intuitively comprehensive explanations, ^or instance, the AIP is pre-
sent in the repulsive and attractive branch of the potential. Some-
times sharp dips are produced m the differential cross sections at 
angles where effects of the attractive branch compensate those of the 
repulsive branch (compensation of effects, COMPEFS^. Where such effects 
can be observed expermentally, one obtains very sensitive information 
9 
on the AIP. An other old example of COMPEFS can be found in ref. 1 
where the spin relaxation cross section for the system H -He was 
measured and analyzed. 
1.2. HISTORY 
The following calculations have two direct historical roots. For 
one, we have based the method on the expertise present in our group. 
In an early publication (ref. 2) close coupling (CC) and distorted 
wave approximation (DWA) results were reported on the system K„-Ar; 
also the extensive analysis of the anisotropy measurements on Hp-inert 
gas systems was performed with the help of CC and DWA calculations 
(ref. 3). The second root can be recognized in the work of the Eind-
hoven group (ref. h), where the systems He-D and He-HT were investi-
gated using a Sams and Kouri integration routine (ref. 5). 
Comparison between CC and DWA results was stimulated by McCourt 
who has extensively investigated relaxation cross sections, especially 
also their behaviour near resonances (ref. 6). 
The group of v.d. Avoird (ref. 7) has established an ab initio 
potential for the system Hp-He which led us to a comparison of cross 
sections (calculated with this new potential) with those of the older 
CC calculations of relaxation cross sections by Shafer and Gordon 
(ref. 8). 
The success of the Bernstein and Kramer approximation (ref. 9) in 
analyzing the anisotropy in the total collision cross section (ref. 10) 
inferred us to compare this approximation with CC and DWA results. 
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All the calculations reported Ъеіо are performed with a fixed 
quantization axis taken along the direction of the incoming particle. 
In contrast the recent results by Schäfer and Meyer (ref. 11) on the 
Hp-Hp system are based on the helicity formalism. 
1.3. DEMARCATION 
We have confined ourselves to rather simple potential models. In 
case of the Hp-Kr and H -Ar system we have even used an old-fashioned 
Lennard-Jones potential, modified by the addition of angle dependent 
terms. The main advantage of the Lennard-Jones potential stems from 
the fact that the AIP can be varied in a transparent way by adjusting 
one of the two anisotropy parameters; specifically one can increase 
the anisotropy in the repulsive branch keeping the long range aniso-
tropy unchanged. 
For H„-He and -Ne the applied potentials are much more complex; 
their long range behaviour is not simply described by a R~ -dependent 
term but higher order terms are taken into account; the latter are 
important if one calculates the total collision cross section for in-
stance. The long range dispersion terms are multiplied by a soft cut-
off function to find a smooth connection to the short range exponent-
ial repulsion. Here, we have not changed potential parameters to study 
the effect of different terms of the potential on the calculated cross 
sections. The potentials are regarded (much more than in the H.-Kr 
case) as a realistic description of the interaction between the colli-
sion partners. 
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The restriction to H5-inert gas systems has permitted us to work 
with e very limited number of channels; larger systems like Kp-inert 
gas pose much larger and different proolems when one sets out to cal-
culate cross sections. 
All calculations are performed assuming an atom-rigid rotor model. 
Once the potential is given, one is interested in solving the 
Schrödinger equation in a sufficiently accurate and, if possible,in a 
cheap way concerning the computational time. Often distor-ed wave 
approximation (DWA) is regarded to yield good results for Hp-inert gas 
systems. We have tested this conjecture and found that especially for 
inelastic events rather large deviations (20% and more) occur. On the 
other hand, DWA formulae are specifically transparent to the physical 
background (for instance COKPEFS). We have exploited this circum-
stance discussing the diffraction oscillations of the differential 
cross sections at small angles. 
The Bernstein and Kramer sudden approximation (sa) (réf. 9) 
starts from classical trajectories along which action integrals are 
evaluated. In contrast to DWA this approach leads to a unitary formu-
lation of the collision process which in first order is shown to be 
equivalent to DWA. Higher order terms, i.e. taking the AIP into account 
in higher than the first order, are calculated for elastic diffraction 
scattering, with and without reorientations. We have limited ourselves 
to a study at small angles as far as sa is concerned. 
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1 . It. PROGRAM 
Our OC progran contains two main parts: the integration routine 
(about 1000 statements) and the cross section routine. 
The integration routine was tested against simpler DWA results 
and an older Numerov routine (ref. 2). We have extended the calcula-
tions to inelastic events and have investigated the influence of 
energetically closed channels. The latter turned out to be negligible. 
Obvious tests like the symmetry of the K-matrix, required independence 
on the precise choice of the cut-off distances (at short and long 
range) and convergence for large orbital momenta hsve been performed. 
The step size was varied,tooiin order to obtain stepsize independent 
results. 
The special feature of the cross section routine is that we re-
tained the full m.-dependence, whereas most other authors content them-
selves with degeneracy averaged cross sections. In this way reorienta-
tion processes became accessible and their discussion forms the major 
part of the present thesis. 
1.5. FINDINGS 
Here we first like to mention the compensation of the attractive 
and repulsive part of the AIP (COMPEFS). These COMPEFS were observed for 
elastic events with and without reorientation. In chapter 2, the diffe-
rence between the elastic differential cross sections without reorien-
tation but for different initial orientations (defined by the rota-
13 
tional quantum number m.) disappears if both q„ ¿ and q„ .„ are 
chosen equal to unity; the anisotropy parameters q„ . are defined for 
instance in Eq. (3.3). Similarly, in chapter 3, it will be shown that, 
for sub-threshold energies and relatively large angles (about 1+0 ), 
nearly complete compensation occurs in the elastic reorientation cross 
sections for q„ ip/lp ¿ = 1.2. For these elastic reorientation pro-
cesses COMPEFS are shown to occur, too, for energies where inelastic 
channels are open (chapter 't). Here and in the sub-thershold case a 
very sharp dip is observed in the differential cross section (width of 
0\ 
about 10 ;. 
Diffraction patterns at small angles were calculated in the 
elastic and inelastic differential cross section. In both cases, the 
extrema can be explained by a hard sphere model; however, in the in-
elastic case the outgoing wavenumber k'. is uniquely responsible for 
J 
their occurrence (chapter 4). 
Following a suggestion of Stolte (réf. 3, 12, 13) we have inves-
tigated the intermolecular distances at which the AIP is probed by in-
elastic processes. It turns out that this range is rather limited and 
comprises R-values mainly near to the zero crossing of the potential. 
This is in contrast to the results of Zandee and Reuss (ref. 3) and 
of Thuis (ref. 13) concerning the non glory contribution to the ani-
sotropy of the total collision cross section for H^ j-, respectively N0-
inert gas systems. 
As we at least have tried to employ realistic potentials the re-
sults demonstrate the relative values of a large number of different 
differential collision cross sections. For the three investigated 
11* 
systens these r e l a t i v e differences noteworthily show a com-
pletely dissimilar behaviour. 
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CHAPTER 2 
DIFFRACTION UHDULATTONS IH THE DIFFERENTIAL CROSS SECTIONS OF 
H0-Kr CALCULATED FOR AN AHISOTROPIC POTENTIAL 
To investigate the influence of the anisotropic part of the poten­
tial, exact quantum mechanical calculations have Ъеоп perforned of the 
differential collision cross sections for H„-Kr. At a relative velocity 
of 26ОО m/s the calculations are done using a Lennard-Jones potential 
with various sets of anisotropy parameters. The anisotropy in the po­
tential causes a shift in the diffraction pattern for small angle 
scattering and a considerable contribution of the reorientation pro­
cesses to the total collision cross section at large angles. 
2.1. INTRODUCTION 
Mainly the repulsive part of the intermolecular potential has been 
experimentally investigated by Bickes et al. (réf. i) who measured the 
differential cross section at thermal energies (v = 2000 m/s) and re-
solved a clear diffraction pattern (ref. ?) for H„"Kr, -Ar, -Ne. In 
their analysis Bickes et al. worked with an isotropic intermolecular 
potential of the LJ 12-6 type for Кг and Ar and of the LJ 15-6 type 
for Ne. The problem was raised, however, whether the neglected angle 
dependence of the intermolecular potential would affect the analysis 
and result in new values of the potential parameters, ε and R , from a 
fit with an intermolecular potential of the form 
16 
V =
 e
{(R
r
/R)12[1 + (ц, Р^сов )] - ^(R^/R) 6!! + q 2 6^?(со5 ) f2.I] 
Here 0 stards for the orientation angle between the· nolocular axis and 
the nteriiolecalar positicr vector R. Tc solve this problem a close 
coupling calculation has been •Derfomed by us enploying the üotential 
of Eq. (2.1), we took the values of Helbing et al (given m re-f. 3), 
e = I.09 x Ю erg and R = З.65 A corresponding to the H -Kr case. 
Bickes et al (réf. i) used e = 1 50 χ 10~ erg ana R = 3 бі S. 4oth 
— — m 
sets of the "cotertial parameters lead to nearly the same diffrac1- -or 
pattern in the differer^al c-oss sectior 
"he amsotropy parameters q
 0 and q ^ w"re varied liberally. 
d
 9 1 £1 ¿ ,Ο 
Up to now all calculations have been performed at ν = 2б00 m/s. Conse­
quently, rotational excitation is neglected, as all calculations have 
beer performed for an initial rotauional quantum number j = 1, with 
a j = 1 -»· 0 ' = 3 threshold at about ?70C n/s. 
2.2. THEORY 
The scattering amplitude for arbitrary jm -*• j'n' transitions 
J J 
has been derived in '"•ef. h 
?πι ~ + J J + J J + J ' 1-1' 
f t j ' m ' j m . r ) = ^ π 1 , Σ Σ Σ Σ ι 1 1 
J J
 (к . к ' ) / ¿ J=0 M=-J 1=| J - j I i ^ l J - j ' l 
J J 
( J ) ( 1 J J ) (2J+HY
 M m , ( f ) Y 1 t / m ( « ^ ( „ - l - . j ! ) . 
\M-ir m - м / \ м - т · η ' -м/ 1 ' M - m j 1 * y - m j 
J J J J 
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Here, к stands for the direction of the incoming particle; г for the 
direction of the scattered particle. The rotational quantum number j 
may change into j' φ j during the collision, and its projection m. on 
the quantization axis к into m'. φ т.. The linear momentum of the sys-
J J 
tem before (after) the collision is given by к.(йк'. ). The orbital 
J J 
- * . - » • -»-
angular momentum 1 couples wit.i j to the total angular moirentum J. 
The T-matrix elements Τ (j'l',jl) contain the whole dynamics of the 
problem. They are independent of the projection tiM of the total angu-
lar momentum J on k. 
We now choose к II ζ and replace the spherical harmonics by 
Legendre polynomials. Furthermore, as the Hp-molecule is symmetric 
only Δ1 = even 
cosUU-l'b] , 
transitions are possible; thus, with i 
m.-m'. i(m.-m'. )ф <= J+j J+j ' 
f(j'ml,jm.,x) = I Ч т о (-) J Je 0 J Σ Σ Σ 
J ϋ
 (Vr J = 0 1 = | J " j | 1 , = l J - j ' l 
1' j' J \ Г[1'-(т.-т·.)] !"|1/2 
cos[b(l-r)](2J+l) L . ^ ^ J ^ I 
.-ml ml -т./ V j
 3 J 
(21
+
1) 1 / 2(21'
+
1) 1 / 2P 1J •í(coax)!fJ(j'l',jl). (2.2) 
Here χ stands for the scattering angle. 
The differential cross section is then given by 
da/dn(j'ml,jm,,x) = (k!/k.)|f(j'ml,jm.,χ)|2 , 
J J J J J J 
and the integral collision cross section by 
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к '. 1 ' + j ' J + j 
ofj 'm' jm.) = 7^ ƒ I f i j ' m ' j m , χ ) | di2 = —- Σ 
J J
 j J J A. l ' = 0 
J 
Σ Σ 
J = | l ' - j , | 1-|J-J| 
cosfbd-l·)] ( 0 )( J ) ( 2 J + l ) ( 2 l + l ) 1 / 2 T J ( j ' l , , j l ) 
\0 m. -m./ Vm.-rn'. m'. -m./ 
J J J J J J 
( 2 . 3 ) 
In the actual calculations we use the real K-matrix, which is related 
to the T-matrix Ъу 
T J = -2iK J{1 + K JK J}~ 1 {1 + iK J}. 
From Eqs. (2.2) and (2.3) follows that (n!,m.) can be replaced by 
J J 
(-ml,-m.) yielding the same result. 
J J 
2.3. COMPUTATIONAL REMABKS 
For j = 1 and neglecting rotational excitations the K-matrix can 
be subdivided in 3 x 3 matrices (the К -matrices) each belonging to a 
fixed J-value. Such a submatrix contains a 2 χ 2 combination with off-
diagonal elements (|l-l'| = 2) and a singular diagonal element with 
1 = 1' = J. 
Reuss and Stolte (réf. 5) calculated the K-matrix elements for 
Kp-Ar and similar systems. With this program the K-matrix elements 
were calculated for H„-Kr at ν = 2б00 m/s, taking into account partial 
waves with J < 90. 
We have calculated the differential collision cross sections 
19 
do , /dfi(x) (given in Eq. (2.2), with j = j' = 1) for every possible 
mj mj
 0 
combination of m. and m'., and χ up to 50 . Further we have determined 
J J 
the integral collision cross sections, given in Eq. (3.3), for all 
possible m. and m'. values. 
: J 
Some q .-values were chosen unrealistically large in order to 
yield significant effects in tne various cross sections. For realistic 
estimates we have adoptod the values q ¿ = 0.09 and q .„ = 0.08 
obtained by Zandee (ref. 6) from a fit with the isotropic potential 
parameters of Kelbing et al. (ref. 3) and Eq. (2.1) to total collision 
cross section measurements with state selected Hp-molecules (réf. 7). 
For comparison, wo have also performed calculations for the LJ aniso-
tropy parameters of Le Roy et jil. (rei1. 8 ), obtained from infrared 
absorption measurements on dimers. Here, we have combined Le Roy's 
q .-values, q« ¿- = 0.20 and q„ .„ = 0.28, with Helbing's isotropic 
potential. 
Finally, we tested tne q ¿- and q „ dependence of σ
 n
, the in­
tegral collision cross section with m. = 0 and m'. = 1. 
The calculations, using the Sams and Kouri integration method 
(ref. 9), with closed channels included, showed that the neglect of 
j = 3 channels leads to small errors, only. A full discussion of these 
calcai ations together with results on rotational excitation at 
higher velocities will be presented in a forthcoming paper. 
2.U. THE DIFFERENTIAL CROSS SECTIONS 
Figs. 1A and IB show the elastic differential cross sections. The 
20 
Fig. 2.1. The elasbio differentzal cross section versus scattering 
angle. The m . = 1 curve Ό) shows a larger deficit due to 
reorientatzov processes than the m . = 0 curve 'b), both 
V 
with respect to the isotropic case (a). 
steep slope shows that most of the collisions occur in forward 
direction. The undulating pattern can Ъе understood as diffraction 
from a spherical obstacle (ref. 2), for snail scattering angles χ and 
for a spherical obstacle with diameter d one finds, approximately 
da/dfi(x) = (d2/xsirx)J^(kdx). 
21 
Here Bessel-functions are denoted Ъу J (x). 
For the spacing of the undulations one finds, approximately Δχ = 
π/kd. In Fig. 2.? this hard sphere model is compared to our results 
shown in the lower part for the isotropic LJ 21-6 potential. Compari-
xsmx jjg[i Улті] У Fig. 2.2. The isotropia differential 
cross section versus scatte­
ring angle; the smooth curve 
drawn through the kd-values 
for which the squared Bessel 
2 
function J Jkdx) assumes ex­
trema approaches kd = 31 (A); 
for comparison kR - 29.4 is c
 m 
shown (B). 
son of the position of the maxima and minima in the lower part of 
Fig. 2.2 with those of the extrema and zero values of J..(kdx) yields a 
value of kd at eacn extremam. These values are given in the upper part 
of Fig. 2.2, approaching a constant value of ahout 31 for large angles 
χ. For comparison, one has kR = 29.h Cv = 2б00 m/s, к = 8.Об А ). 
- For small angles, the presence of attraction in the LJ potential 
apparently enlarges the effective "hard sphere" diameter. -
Figs. 2.1A and 2.IB each show three curves which represent the 
elastic differential collision cross section, calculated for an iso­
tropic potential (a) and calculated for extremely anisotropic poten­
tials, da
n
 /dn (b) and do ./dfl (c). 
In Fig. 2.1A where the anisotropy in the repulsive part of the 
potential predominates, curve (b) is shifted to larger angles with 
22 
respect to curve (с). This can Ъе understood by considering that the 
orientation angle θ has a preference value π/2 for m. = 0 in the 
J 
interaction zone, i.e. <P (ccs9)> _ < 0 in Eq. (2.1); consequently, 
for m. = 0 the repulsive interaction is weakened. The distance to 
which the repulsion extends is mainly responsible for the observed 
diffraction pattern. In Eq. (2.1), <P (созб)> < 0 corresponds to 
an approximately equivalent hard sphere with a diameter smaller than 
in the m· = 1 case where <Р„(соз )> , > 0. j 2 m. = 1 
In Fig. 2.IB, the opposite takes place, because now the aniso-
tropy in the attractive part dominates. As the diffraction pattern 
originates from the repulsive part of the interaction and as a large 
anisotropy in the attractive part of the potential enhances the re­
pulsion for m. = 0 (see Eq. (2.1)) we observe a shift to smaller 
angles. 
Thus, the effect of the anisotropy in the attractive part is 
opposite to that in the respulsive part; as we have tested for q -- = 
q„ .„ = 1.0, the curves approximately coincide for equal anisotropy 
paraneters. 
Especially for l a r g e angles, the elastic differential 
collision cross section, given by curve (a) is larger than the one 
given by (b) or (c) in Fig. 2.1. However, Figs. ?.3A and 2.3B show a 
near coincidence between the isotropic differential cross section and 
Σ (do , /dfl), the "total" differential cross section, for the two sets 
m'. m'.m. 
mj J 0 
of anisotropy parameters. Thus, collisions resulting in an mj-tran­
sition are mainly responsible for the difference between the curves 
(a), and (b) and (c) in Fig. 2.1, at large angles. 
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50 
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Fig. 2.3. The total differential cross section versus scattering angle 
χ. In (A), m. = 0 corresponds to a smaller effective oolli-
J 
sion diameter than m. = 1; in (B), the situation is reversed; 
this manifests itself in a relative shift of the undulation 
pattern. The full curve corresponds to an isotropia poten­
tial. Except for the diffraction undulation, da/dù assumes 
2 
the classical value hd with d - R . 
In Figs. 2ЛА-2ЛС the differential reorientation cross sections 
are given for three investigated sets of q 2 g and ti? ^ values. In 
forward direction (χ = θ) all reorientation processes are forbidden, 
see Eq. (2.2). For sinall angle scattering, a Am. = 2 transition be-
comes much more probable than a Am. = 1 transition. This is in agree­
ment with the results of the sudden approximation in tho limit for 
•weak interactions, i.e. small angle scattering. In this case ñm. = 1 
transitions were shown to be forbidden while Δπι. = 2 transitions are 
J 
allowed (ref. 10). Larger scattering angles correspond with stronger 
2U 
li 30 to so о 
Fig. 2.4. The dzfferential reorientation cross section versus 
scattering angle χ. The soltd line corresponds with predo­
minant Ш · = 2 processesi the tm . = 1 processes are indz-
3 3 
cated by a dotted line if starting from an m . - 0 level and 
и 
by a dashed line if starting from an m. = 1 level. The 
J 
¿j 
potentials with large R amsotropies show a significant 
enhancement of reorientation in nearly forward direction. 
interactions. Then in sudden approximation all transitions become 
allowed. - Moreover, one finds that the undulation of do/dft (Am = 2) 
J 
and of do/dfi (Δτι = 0) are nearly m phase. - It is interesting to 
J 
observe that for q_ ^ = q„ ip = 1 · 0 the reorientation processes for 
25 
small angles (Fig. 2.he ) show no compensation of effects from the re-
pulsive and attractive anisotropic potential as it occurs at large 
angles and as it was found for the elastic differential cross section. 
With respect to the measurements of Bickes et al. (réf. 1) our 
conclusion is that use of an intermolecular potential including rea-
listic angle dependent terms does not change their ε and R fit. Their 
angular resolution should have been better than 0.005 > their determi­
nation of the values of the diffraction extrema better than 1% to be 
able to barely detect such a change of the differential cross section. 
2.5. THE INTEGRAL COLLISION CROSS SECTIONS 
The over all angles integrated cross sections σ , are calculated 
m .m. 
J J 
using Eq. (2.3). In Table 2. 1 , the integral collision cross sections are 
given for some sets of q„ ¿ and q values. The influence of the ani-
sotropy on the elastic cross sections σ . and σ ., on the total cross 
sections Ζ ,σ ... and Ζ ,σ ., and on the degeneracy averaged cross 
m '. m '. 0 m '. m '. 1 D ^ " 
1 J J J 0 
section — Ζ ,o , can be understood from the differential collision 
3 m.m'. m.m. 
J J J J 
cross sections for small angle scattering because the largest contri­
bution cones from small angle scattering. 
For each choice of anisotropy parameters, the reorientation 
cross sections σ
η 1 and σ.» are always comparable, while again σ is 
significantly larger (see section 2 . h ) . 
Finally, in Fig. 2.5 the q. ¿ and q. „ dependence of σ.» is 
tested. Hereto, we have calculated σ _ for various values of q = 
q and q ¿ = 0 and vice versa. In the distorted wave approximation 
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Table 2.1. Total elastic arid veovientation collision cross sections 
with and without state selection, for different sets of 
anisotropy parameters. The results are for H„-Kr at 
2600 m/s, assuming a Lennard-Jones potential, Eq. (2.2) 
(z = 1.09 χ 10~14 erg; R =3.65 Â) 
m 
Fig. 2.5. Test of DWA validity. The 
integral reorientation 
cross section a. 
Cm, 0 -*• m. 3 
'10 
1) 
divided by q should be 
independent of the ani-
sotropy parameter q. 
is 
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(DWA) the reorientation cross section is proportional to q . In Fig. 
2.5) σ.. depends nearly quadrat i с ally on q provided tha^ q = q„ ^ í, 0.2 
1 U d. ,0 
or q = q0 - ^  0.1. Thus for larger values of the anisotropy parameters 
с , ι d 
tho DWA becomes invalid. 
2.6. CONCLUSIONS 
All calculations have Deen performed for an LJ 12-6 potential; as 
the predominant feature we observed a diffractive structure in the 
differential cross section, a feature rather uninfluenced by the 
attractive part of the potential. The position of the extrema can be 
qualitatively calculated with the help of a hard sphere model. The 
behaviour of do/dfl for an isotropic intermolecular potential is very 
similar to corresponding elastic do/dfi in case of angle dependent 
potentials; the strongly forward peaked curve joins a nearly constant 
-1 /? 
value at χ = 2(ïïkd) . 
The position of the diffractive undulation extrema can be cal-
culated from the isotropic part of the potential ; the error introduced 
by the neglect of the angle dependent part of the potential is smaller 
than 0.1 , for the first four maxima and the unrealistically large 
anisotropy parameters used. 
In order to display the effects of the AIP more clearly, unrea-
listic large anisotropy parameters were introduced. Their effect can 
oe well understood from geometric considerations, assuming that the 
collision really happens at the moment of nearest approach and taking 
into account the preferent orientations belonging to specified m.-
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states. 
Reorientation processes occur for anisotropic potentials. The 
distances mainly probed Ъу these processes are smaller than the mini­
mum distance, R = 0.9 R . Results for "realistic" potentials (from Le 
Rey and van Kranendonk (réf. 8), second row in Table 1, from Zandee 
(ref. 7), last row in Table l) disagree violently. Measurements (ref. 
11) of nuclear magnetic relaxation by reorientation processes led to 
nearly the same anisotropy parameters as found by Le Roy and van 
Kranendonk (ref. S). This disagreenent comes from the inflexibility 
of the used LJ potentials and the different distances probed by the 
measurements of ref. 7 and by those discussed in ref. 8. 
Reorientation in forward and backward direction is zero; in 
nearly forward direction our results show the importance of the 
attractive anisotropy given by q /-. For larger angles, compensation 
of q„ ¿— and q -effects mainly occurs for σ . and σ „. 
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CHAPTER 3 
CALCULATION OF REORIENTATION CROSS SECTIONS FOR ATOM-DIATOM SYSTEMS 
The distorted wave and the Bernstein and Kramer approximations 
are investigated and compared to close coupling calculations. Analytic 
expressions are derived for reorientation cross sections, considering 
elastic small angle scattering. 
3.1. INTRODUCTION 
If the angle dependent part of the intermolecular potential (AIP) 
is known for a system of collision partners (for instance H„-Kr, 
réf. 1, 2) one can proceed to calculate transitions with j' = j, 
m'. 4 m. (for instance ref. 3, ^ ) . It is the purpose of this paper to 
discuss the result of such close coupling calculations, to relate it 
to corresponding distorted wave approximation calculations, to obtain 
analytical expressions for the global behaviour of the differential 
cross section and for the sharp (diffractive) undulations super-
imposed on it and finally to relate the results to the Bernstein and 
Kramer approximation (ref. 5). 
The results obtained are of threefold importance. First, the 
diffractive and global behaviour of the differential reorientation 
cross section are shown explicitly to arise from different ranges of 
values of 1, i.e. from different impact parameters. Second, distorted 
wave approximation turns out to be very accurate, too, in calculations 
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of reorientation processes for H„-^nert gas systems. Thirc, the riddle 
has Ъееп resolved whether the Bernstein and Kramer approximation ran 
be taken seriously for the calculation of reorientation processes in 
view of tie fact that it wrongly predicts these processes in forward 
direction. It is shown that this deficiency is restricted to a very 
narrow cone in forwara direction. 
3.2. THE CLOSE COUPI.TNG FORMULAE 
The differential cross section for the initial (final) rotational 
state j .m (ο',πι') is related to the scattering amplitude f by 
da(jm ->- j'm'.kM/an = (k'/k )|f(jm ->- j'm',k')|?, (3.1 
J (j J J J J J J 
with 
ftjn •» j'm'.k') = ^ w g Σ ι1"1' 
τ ' 
„ , ,M-m m -M/ \M-m' η' -M 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
x {23+
'
)γ
Γ,Η-^
α
Ά,^ (Sj^o'i'.Ji). (3.2) 
о о 
The projection quantum numbers m , m', m., m' and M will always be 
defined with respect to a quantization axis ζ parallel to the 
direction of the ircomng particles, < , consequently, M-m = 0 η 
J J 
Eq. (3.2). The direction of the scattered particles is given by K'. 
The linear momentum of tie system before (arte~) the collision is 
-> J. 
given oy fik (hk')· The orbital angular momentum 1 couples with j to 
0 J 
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the total angular momentum 3. The last factor represents a T-matrix 
element, see ref. 3, obtained from a close coupling calculation (CC). 
The intermolecular potential (IP) can Ъе written as V(R,R.f) = 
V-ÍR) + VA'R)P^('R.r), where R stands for the intermolecular distance 
vector, r for the direction of the molecular axis, V. for the isotropic 
part of the potential (II?), and V. gives the strength of the aniso-
tropic part of the potential (AIP). In case of a LJ 12-6 potential 
Vn(R) = C.J^2 - C,/R6 = e[(R / R ) 1 2 - 2(R /R)6] 0 \¿ b m m 
:з.з) 
v2(R) = < i 2 ) 1 2 c l 2 / R 1 2 - a 2 ) 6 c 6 / R 6 = c k 2 , 1 2 ( R m / R ) 1 2 - ^ ( V R ) 6 ] 
where e is the depth and R the position of the minimum in the iso­
tropic potential well. 
From Eq. (3.2) it is clear that the scattering amplitude for for­
ward scattering with k. chosen along the z-axis (i.e. k'. II £. II z) 
«J J J 
vanishes if m. # ml. This is a consequence of conservation of angular 
J J 
momentum: m. + m. = m' + ml with m. = M - m. = 0 and m' = M - m'.. As 
1 J 1 J 1 J 1 J 
m' = 0 for forward scattering, m. must Ъе equal to ml. This restraint 
J- J J 
on ml is relaxed for scattering angles θ > Дт./(к.Ъ
п
), where Ъ. stands 
for the characteristic impact parameter for which reorientation occurs 
(for instance Ъ„ = 0.9 R ). The absolute value of the deflection angle 
0 m 
is always represented by Θ. 
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3.3. REORIENTATION IN DISTORTED WAVE APPROXIMATION 
The scattering amplitude f is given in this approximation (DMA) 
by 
f(jni. -> j'm'.k'. ) = - •£- Σ (21+Ι)[θχρ(2ΐη
η
 . ) - 1] Р Л к . .kl )δ . . ,6 . 
J ¿Ζ 2k. ^ l,j - J J JJ m.m' 
- ρ
8 π μ
 2 i ^ ^ Y * (к )Y (k')/F1,(klR)F1(k.R)V .'R)dR6 
*
2k.k., ll'inm· І Ш 1 J 1 m i J 0 1 J 1 J 2 m l 0 
J J' 1 1 
χ <j,m'.l'm'|P (R.r) | jm.lm >ехр(іл . + i η .,) (З.Ь) 
Here F stands for the nonsingular solution of the uncoupled radial 
Schrödinger equation (i.e. vanishing V ) with sinusoidal ЪеЬа іоиг at 
long range. The phase shift η , ., belongs xo the nonsingular solution 
1 > J 
of t h e uncoupled Schrödinger equation with 
-h2k?/2y + î i 2 3 j ( j + 1) = ·ΐΑ'.2/2μ +-F^ 2 Bj , ( j , + ^] 
о J 
The Kronecker symbol δ » comes from our choice к. I  ζ. 
m. 0 j 
The property of vanishing reorientation in forward direction 
(i.e. k. I  k'. I  z) is retained in this approximation. The reorienta­
tion contribution to the scattering amplitude is proportional to V„ 
i.e. to the anisotropy parameters q ¿- and q„ .„ in case of using an 
IJ (12-6) potential for the AIP. The absolute value of the scattering 
amplitude (for j = ¿ ' , m'. - m. = ώη.) does not depend on the sign of 
J J о 
Am., a property of the DWA (Eq. (3.1*)), where the AIP is taken into 
3k 
account in first order, only. (For large anisctropy parameters CC cal­
culations lead to rather different results for kn- = +_ 1, see ref. 3.) 
In Fig. 3.1, DWA results for these processes are compared to CC re-
— 1 h Q 
suits, using a potential given by ε = 1.09 x 10 erg, R = 3.65 A, 
^ ( і = )'=1;Дгп
г
-1; )[А%г] 
'i 
Fig. 3.1. Comparison betueen DWA and CC. The differential cross 
-14 
seation (CC) is shoim, for H^-Kr, ε = 1.09 x 10 erg, 
R = 3.65 M, q „ = 0.09 and q
 7 „ = 0.08, with (j,m.) -
Ili Ci
л
 O ¿ij 1 ó J 
(1,1) •* (1,0) (·) and with (1,0) + (1,1) (*). The solid 
curve represents DWA results. Calculations are performed 
for ν = 2600 m/s. 
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G г = 0.C9 and q = 0.08 (réf. 1,?), which approximately 
descrioes H -Kr. The calculations are performed at ν = ?6θΟ n/s, i.e. 
just below the threshold for rotational excitation j = 1 to j = 3. 
Good agreemenг is found. For Дт. = 2 reorientations, the discrepancy 
between DWA and CC is even smaller. In ref. 3, results are given for 
Hp-Kr at the same energy; however, there the anisotropy parameters 
q_ /- and q were taken much largor than the realistic values given 
above. The strong oscillatiors superimposed apon a smooth behaviour in 
Fig. 3.1 we call diffractive, as the period is very similar to that of 
the undulation in the elastic cross section. 
The DWA differential cross section contains two positive definite 
contributions, one proportional to q ¿- and tne other to q„ .„; 
— ,Ο ¿: , I d 
furthermore there is a contribution proportional to q ¿q . This 
latter term is responsible for a compensation of effects, due to the 
attractive and the repulsive part of the AIP. In Fig. 3.2 is displayed 
6 
о · 
г 8 « 8 8 8 г « і 8 
10 20 30 ¿о 50[deg] 
θ 
Fig. 3.2. The ratio (q- in/íj ß^m 
for which the reorienta-
tion cross section (DWA) 
assumes a minimum value, 
as function of the 
scattering angle Θ. The 
asymptotic value 1 sig­
nifies that the poten­
tial is probed at its 
zero crossing (R = 
— 7 /fí 
2 R ) by large angle 
scattering. The system 
parameters are the same 
as for Fig. Σ. 1. 
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the ratio t = (q л^/ч0 f) ^or which Δπι = 1, respectively Am = 2 
reorientation cross sectiois show a -niniirun, as a furction of the 
scattering angle, t is approximately equal to unity for large angle 
scattering, thus, reorientation processes are practically absent if 
1 /^  
V_ = 0 for R = R /2 , the intermo_ecular distance, where the IIP 
2 ir 
crosses zero. For smaller angles, t tends to larger values correspon­
ding with larger probing impact parameters, until at large impact 
paraireters q
 p looses its mflaenco and no compersation occars. "he 
degree of compensation can Ъе read from 
da(q /q
 fi = t)/dT 
da(q2 1¿ = 0)/dS2 *
 КІ
^
> 
At large scattering angles this quantity с assumes values of 0.1$. 
З.
1
*. FURTHER APPROXIMATION TO DVvA I^ MANY PARTIAL rfAVbS PARTICIPATE 
In t m s section we distingjish two contributions in Eq. (3.1*;, a 
long range term describing a smooth angle dependence of the reorienta­
tion cross sections, and an undulating contribution arising from im­
pact parameters b = 1/k in the neignoourhood of ц/к. Here L design­
ates the orbital angular motientmr for which the phase shift η 
1 1 J 
passes through a maximum. 
In Eq. (3.1*) we approximate tne spherical harmonics by Bessel 
functions 
Focose) = (¿^)1/2[J0 (i + і) ] , (3.6) 
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>*
;
 = -
е1Ф
'ьЙ£-)11/? (^)(lb ) 1 / ? Jit (^ ) el , (3.7) 
Eqs. (S.?) and (3.8) retain the property that the spherical harmonics 
Y
 1 and Y „ vanisn for θ = 0. For the systen f-p-Kr we have tested nu-
Tiencally tl-e influerce of these approximations on the differential 
cross sections. The deviation іь less than 0.1%. 
For the suimnation over 1, in Eq. (3.Ό, the stationary phase 
method is applied. Tne factor εχρί,ιη , , + ιη ) caases random 
1 »J 1»J 
phases, except near the glory partial wave number L (the diffractive 
contribution), and for large 1-values where the Born shift can be 
applied (the long range contribution). 
Born 
Лп 
= г(1./1)5 (3.0) 
with 1 ^ = 1 -пі СЛ /ίι 2) ( réf . б ) . 
0 О Ь J 
For (l + 2)6 ^,2 uhe Bessel functions J can be written as sine 
and cosine functions possessing their own phase, J (x) = 
1 /2 
(2/πχ) cos(x - Inn - ¿π). This phase has to be added to the phase 
of exp(in , , + ιη., .) to determine the point of stationary phase. 
As to the aiffractive contribution (l = L.), normally the phase of 
the Bessel functions leads only to an insignificant shift of the sta­
tionary point. The relative shift hL^/L. can be estimated from 
ΔΙ^/ί- = 0/(2L |η''| ), where η" equals the second derivative of the 
phase shift η Wj.th respect to 1, at 1 = L.. For the very unfa-
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v o u r a b l e c a s e of fU-Kr, we f i n d a t ν = 26θΟ m / s , ÛL /L = 0 . 7 5 θ , 
L1 = 2 8 . 
Apar t from a p h a s e f a c t o r , p u t t i n g 1 = L f o r t h e s t a t i o n a r y 
p o i n t one f i n d s f o r t h e d i f f r a c t i v e c o n t r i b u t i o n t o t h e s c a t t e r i n g 
a m p l i t u d e 
J 
^ 2 (2L1 + l ) 2 ( - f - r ) l / 2 ( 2 j + l) f J ) ( J 
ti k? 1 5 ΐ η θ \o 0 0/ \m. -m'. am J 
J J J J 
w
 1/2 Γ L . L . + 2 / L . L + 2 2 \ / L 1 
x
 (ІІТГІ) 
1 ^ 2 2 
Ί " -
 Ч
 ¿mj -A n j 
+ v
L 1 L r 2 /L1 L r 2 2 \ / L i L r 2 2 
2
 \ 0 0 0 / \ 0 Дт. -Дт . 
0 Δπι. - Д т . 
J J )] 
11' 
where V 5 stands for the integration over R of Л к ) (last factor of 
Eq. (3.Ό). The very pronounced minima in Figs. 3.1, 3.3 and 3.^ stem 
from the undulating behaviour of Ji, ι [(Ь,+г) ] . This assertion was 
Am. Ί 
J 
tested replacing η . in Eq. (З.ч) by η (Eq. (3.9)) over the full 
1,0 1 
range of 1-values. Consequently, the stationary phase point at 1 = L. 
vanishes. The results are displayed in Fig. 3.3 for Am. = 2, and in 
J 
Fig. З.'* for Am. = 1 reorientations, where the undulations almost en-
J 
tirely have disappeared. 
For a rough estimate, one can put k.R = L , in Eq. (3.10). 
Better values for L. and |η" | can be obtained from the empirical for-
ι 
L-|Li L-|Li±2 
mulae of r e f . 7 . S i m i l a r l y , V and V can be d e t e r m i n e d from 
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[»'/•г] 
^(,.,'.ΙίΔ.,.Ι.Θ) 
1
 ' 
Ο IO 20 30 (0 50[deg] О 10 20 30 IO SO[dcg] 
θ θ 
. 3.3. im . = 2 reorientation cross section in various approxima­
tions, with system parameters as for Fig. 3.1. DWA 
Bom (Eq. (3.4)); с DWA with phase shift rw . ·= η , 
(Eq. (3.9)); . . . . . . . Bernstein and Kramer approximation 
(Eq. (3.19), without correction term, see also Eq. (3.11)). 
. 3.4. Cm . = 1 reorientation cross section in various approxima­
tions, with system parameters as for Fig. 3.1. DWA 
Bom (Eq. (3.4)); о — DWA with phase shift n, . = n 7 
(Eq. (3.9)); ...m... Bernstein and Kramer approximation 
(Eq. 3.20). without correction term). 
For the long range contribution we replace the Bessel functions 
again by their well known asymptotic behaviour for large arguments 
(see above). The stationary phase method is employed with 1 = L™ = 
5 1Q θ" 1 / (réf. 6). Values for the 3j-symbols for large 1, 1' were 
obtained from ref. 9, and using η. . = η , V = - — (wk./l )q (-^¿> 
l , j l ¿ i¿ j ¿ , ο ο 
ч^-*
2
 = - Ig ί ^ / 1 5 ) ^ бсб ( r e f · 1 0 ) ' Ес1· (3 ,1* ) y i e l d s f o r A m j = 2 
2 
| flon = Va r. ge (3 ) | 2 = 0 . 0 0 5 0 8 ^ 6 ^ ,10/3 χ 
|(2j
 +
 l) Γ J ] ( ) (3.11) 
L \0 0 0/ \2 m. -2-m./. 
J J 
The validity of this expression is limited to θ > 2/L„ due to the use 
of asymptotic expressions for the Bessel functions. The stationary 
point L 0 is defined by |η' | = 5Θ, where η' equals the first deriva-2 L 2 L 2 
tive of the phase shift η. . with respect to 1 at 1 = L„. Further 
1 5 J ^ 
discussion of Eq. (3.11) is given in the next section, where it is 
derived in the Bernstein and Kramer approximation, including a higher 
order term. 
2 
P'or Am. = 1 one obtains results which are about (Lp) times 
smaller than for Am. = 2 in this approximation with undistorted F,-
wave functions corresponding to straight trajectories in the semi-
classical picture. Using the Bernstein and Kramer approximation 
(following section), however, this estimation turns out to be too con­
servative; due to bending of trajectories a non-negligible enlargement 
of the probability of Am. = 1 transitions is obtained. 
J 
in 
3.5. THE BERNSTEIN AND KRAMER APPROXIMATION 
According to ref. 5» one obtains for the scattering amplitude, if 
Am. ^ 0 and η. . = η, 
J J- ι J J-
ι
 2 i T U
 -1 
fA™ ( θ ' = - ^Г Σ ( 2 1 + 1 Ь ^ P n ( f . R ) í i < j m l | l ' | j n i . > . ( 3 . 1 2 ) 
am. 2k . 1 J J 
J J -*-
+« 
Here I ' = ƒ V ' d t i s c a l c u l a t e d a l o n g a c l a s s i c a l t r a j e c t o r y ( e n t i r e l y 
d e t e r m i n e d Ъу t h e I I P ) w i t h s p a c e f i x e d m o l e c u l a r o r i e n t a t i o n ( r ) , 
y i e l d i n g ( r e f . 5) 
I ' = - C 6 ( C 6 / C 1 ? ) 5 / 6 q 2 ) 6 v - | ( | ) l / 2 Y 2 0 ( ? ) { | ( 1 + c o s ? e ) S ( 6 , 2 , 0 ) 
- - ¿ - (1+300326)8(6 ,0 ,0) + | з і п 2 S ( 6 , 1 , l ) } 
- ( | ïï)1/2[Y21(r)-Y?_1ir)]{^(l-cos2e)S(6,1,l) 
- -j з і п 2 [ 3 ( 6 , 0 , 0 ) - 2 S ( 6 , 2 , 0 ) ] } 
+ ( ^ π ) ΐ / 2 [ Υ 2 2 ( ? ) + Y 2 _ 2 ( f )] { | ( 3 + c o s 2 e ) S ( 6 , 0 , 0 ) 
- ^ ( 1 + 0 0 3 2 6 ) 8 ( 6 , 2 , 0 ) - -g Б І П 2 S ( 6 , 1 , l ) ) . ( 3 . 1 3 ) 
Here 
S ( 6 , p , q ) = г Ь - ( ^ - ) j / 0 ^ y с о з Р і - Ы Ь і п ^ - Ы Н у , 
w i t h 
F ( y ) = [1 - y 2 - V ( y ) / E ] 1 / 2 , Ч у ) = ƒ d y ' / F t y ' ) , y = 1 / k . R , 
0 J 
1*2 
E Stands for the kinetic energy; the IIP is designated Ъу V . The re­
pulsive term (proportional to q„ .„ in Eq. (3.3)) is neglected because 
we are mainly interested in small angle scattering. For the trajectory 
in Eq. (3.13) we chose a special azimuth angle. However, because calcu­
lation of the natrix elements <jm'. 11'| jn.> implies an integration over 
J J 
all azimuth angles of f, this choice is irrelevant. From Eq. (3.13) 
follows 
|<j m.±2|l'|jra.>| = C 6(C 6/C 1 2) 5 / 6q 2 gV 1 | { H 3+соз2 )S( 6,0,0)-H 1+cos29) 
S(6,2,0)-^sin28 S(6,1,l)}|(61/2/lt)(2j + l) 
0 0 0/ \m. -ml +2 
J J -
(3.1U) 
and 
]<j ir^ + l l l ' l j m ^ l = C 6 ( C 6 / C 1 2 ) 5 / 6 q 2 gV-1 | i^( 1-СОБ2 )S( 6,1 ,1 ) 
•Jsin29[S(6 )0,0) - 2 S ( 6 , 2 , 0 ) ] } | ( 6 1 / 2 / 2 ) ( 2 j + l) 
І j 2Χ/ j j 2 \ 
D 0 O/Vn. -m'. +1 / 
0 -
3 . 1 5 
For small scattering angles Θ, the right hand side of Eq. (З.!**) con­
tains terms with θ , θ and higher order ones; similarly, the right 
1 2 hand side of Eq. (3.15) contains terms with θ , θ and higher ones. In 
both cases, S(6,1,1) does not appear in the lowest order term. The S-
integrals can be expanded into ascending powers of Θ, using b = 
2 b/R = 2 l/(k.R ) and the approximate expression F(y) = 
m j m 
{(1 - y2)[1 - 12e/E(b*)6] + W E ( b * ) 6 } 1 / 2 
U3 
S(6,0,0) = -g тг(Ъ*) 5(1 + Щ π - ^ + 
8(6,2,0) =^π(^)- 3(1 - ^ |ιτ-1θ + 
8(6,1,1) = I (Ъ*Г5(1 + 
), 
(3.16) 
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
These approximate expressions vere found to be in agreenent with 
available tables (ref. 5). Another approach to obtain analytical ex­
pressions for the S-integrals was reported by Roberts (ref. 11). 
From Eq. (3.12) follows then, for the two lowest order contribu­
tions in θ 
f B K θ ùm.=2^ • 
J 
10/3J/3 
2 _ 0.00508 0 
к
2 
J 
зіп
 42,6 
χ (1 + 2Л1* ) 
lo ¿(2J+1)2 
j j 2 
0 0 0. m. -m ! +2, 
J J -
(3.19) 
and 
BK 
Дт.= 
J 
( ) 
,ιο/зл/з 
2 0.00325 0 
, 2 з іп 
к. 
J 
x (1 + 2.55Θ) 
lo
 ¿(2^1) ? 
J J 2 
0 0 0 
2 
'. +1 
] _ / 
[3.20) 
The first term of Eq. (3.19) is identical with that obtained by DWA 
(Eq. (3.11)). In Figs. 3.3 and 3.1*, the Bernstein and Kramer approxi-
mation is compared to CC and DWA results, for Дт. = 2 and um. = 1 pro-
cesses, respectively. Note the two orders of magnitude difference be­
tween Дт. = 2 and Дт. = 1 reorientation cross sections. From Eqs. 
hh 
(19) and (20), ana from the discussion at the end of section 2, one 
can estimate as range of validity 
Дт./(к.Н ) < θ < 0.2 [rad]. (3.21) 
J J m "V/ ^ 
This range of validity is confirmed Ъу the results presented in Figs. 
3.3 and ЗЛ. It should be realized that the lower limit is shifted to 
extremely low values for heavier systems. 
The Bernstein and Kramer approximation, perhaps surprisingly, 
turns out to be a very useful and handy approach for vhe calculation 
of reorientation processes although in precisely forward direction it 
demonsürates its principle failure by yielding reorientations without 
out of plane scattering. 
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CHAPTER I 
CALCULATION OF CROSS SECTIONS FOR H2-INERT GAS SYSTEMS, 
MAINLY ABOVE THE ROTATIONAL THRESHOLD 
L-. 1 . INTRODUCTION 
We have undertaken extensive close coupling (CC) calculations for 
aton-homonuclear molecule systems. The ain of these calculations is 
twofold; an investigation of the influence of different terms in the 
basic equations and a more systematic investigation of the realistic 
results for different inert gases. Thus, f i r s t l y , we have 
looked for the influence of different approximations (e.g. neglect of 
closed channels and use of the distorted wave approximation, DWA); 
the strength of the angle dependent part of the intermolecular poten-
tial (AIP) has been varied liberally; results are reported concerning 
probing distances and approximate selection rules; s e c o n d l y , 
we have studied the systems Hp-He, -Ne, -Kr, choosing "realistic" 
potentials, i.e. potentials which seem to do rather well in a compa-
rison with at least some experimental results. 
The following quantities are calculated; differential and total, 
elastic and inelastic cross sections, with and without reorientations, 
especially j = 0 to ¿ ' = 2 and j = 1 to j ' = 3 and Am. = m. - n'. = 
J J J 
0, +1, +2, +3, ±b transitions. Here, j(j') characterizes the rotational 
state before (after) the collision and m.(m'. ) stands for the projection 
J J 
of jtj') on the quantization axis. 
η 
In the present work we pursue an earlier investigation (ref. 1) 
where sub-threshold phenomena were calculated for H„-Kr. Here we choose 
E/Ethr =2.5. 
All calculations are based upon the pioneering publication of 
Arthurs and Dalgarno (ref. 2) where the formalism for atcm-rigid rotor 
systems was developed, with a fixed quantization axis chosen along the 
direction of the incoming velocity, k..The method we employ for numeri-
cal integration is the one developed by Sams and Kouri (ref. 3) which 
is discussed more detailed in section 3. 
Only a few CC caJcuiations exist for well specified m.-states 
(for instance Alexander et al. on Ar-N„, ref. h; Schäfer et al. on 
H„-H , ref. 5; Monchick et al. on He-HCl, ref. 6). It seems the more 
interesting to undertake such an investigation to produce a frame of 
reference, since approximate methods (e.g.IOS) lead to totally un-
reliable results for phenomena depending on specified m.-states 
J 
(ref. 7). 
In an earlier paper (ref. 8) we have already compared DWA and the 
Bernstein and Kramer approximation (ref. 9) with CC calculations, for 
sub-threshold phenomena. As far as the comparison with DWA is concerned 
the present work is an extension to rotationally inelastic processes. 
We employ exclusively potentials of the form V (R) + V (R)P (R.r). 
Here P„ stands for a Logendre polynomial and R for the unit vector 
pointing along the intermolecular position vector R during the colli-
sion; r describes the molecular orientation specifying the direction 
of the molecular axis. Higher order terms (like P, (ft.?)) are neglected 
in conformity with the findings of Mulder et al. (ref. 10) and 
U8 
Hariharan and Kutzelnigg (réf. 11) that, at least for H -He,the higher 
order terms are unimportant. 
The choice of Hp as collision partner obviously implies that for 
our choice of kinetic energy only two rotational states are energeti-
cally permitted. If we start from an ortho-Hp molecule, specified by 
j = 1, this results in at most six coupled even states (j + 1 + J = 
even) and four coupled odd states (j + 1 + J = odd). Due to the small 
reduced mass of Hp-inert gas systems, the calculations can be 
restricted to relatively low 1-values (l < l6o). 
We find that the diffraction pattern of the inelastic differen-
tial cross sections depends exclusively on the product k'. .d, where k'. 
J J 
is the wavenumber of the final (excited) state and d is some linear 
parameter representing the interaction range of the potential. 
Concerning the AIP the factor V (E) can be split in an attractive 
and a repulsive contribution, e.g. for a Lennard-Jones (LJ) 12-6 model 
IP fi 
V 0(R)/E = q„ 10(R /R) - 2q0 ¿(R /R) . For many of the investigated ¿ ¿,l¿ и ¿,o m 
cross sections and for realistic qp . values the influence of the 
attractive and repulsive part compensate each other to a large extent 
i.e. COMPEFS occur. 
For total integral inel^stiic cross sections the opacity function 
is defined in chapter 2. Tt turns out that for realistic potentials 
the opacity never exceeds the value 0.15, i.e. the potentials are 
nearly transparent. The system Hp-Ne is by far the most opaque one. 
Although one might expect DWA to be a good approximation for 
systems with low opacities, large deviations from CC results are 
found, especially for Hp-He. This will be discussed in section 5. 
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Fig. 4.1. Influenae of the closed channels on the differential re­
orientation cross sections (j3m.; jjm'J for H.-Kr at 
υ = 2600 m/s,i.e. just below the threshold of rotational 
excitation. The potential used is of the LJ 12-6 type with 
an unrealistically strong anisotropy (q* ^  " 1·0> 
q„ = 0.1). The solid curves correspond with calculations 2,6 
where the closed j - 3 channel is included. The dashed 
curves give the corresponding cross sections obtained ne­
glecting the closed channels. 
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The only sub-threshold phenomenon investigated in this work, in­
volves the elastic cross sections at energies where orbiting resonances 
occur. We find that DWA overestimates the elastic cross sections 
rather strongly (section 'ч). 
For inelastic collision cross sections we shall indicate the 
range of internoiecular probing distances where tne AIP is of influence 
(section 5). 
From numerical studies we conclude that energetically forbidden 
channels are of little influence for the investigated systems. In 
Fig. 1*.1 this is demonstrated for H_-Kr at Е/Е„ = 0.9U and for un­ii thr 
realistically high anisotropy parane^ers q„ ¿ = 0.1 and q„ .„ = '.C. 
From this and similar evidence we are led to neglect the closed 
channels for most calculations reported below. Only in the calculation 
of the collision cross sections in the top of a resonance peak, we 
found an influence of the closed channels in the reorientation cross 
sections of a few percent. 
U.2. SUMMARY OF FORMULAE 
In this section the most important formulae used in the present 
calculations are summarized. 
The potential for homonuclear diatom-inert gas atom systems is 
generally defined by 
VtR.f') = ΣΥ (R)? (fi.r') (n even) (h.l) 
η η 
η 
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where R stands for the intermolecular position vector, f gives the 
direction of the molecular axis and Ρ is a Legendre polynomial of order 
n. In fact, we only use terms with η < 2, thus V(R,r) = V (R) + 
V (R)P„(R.r) . Furthermore we choose the quantization axis parallel 
to the velocity vector of the incoming particle. 
Starting from this potential, the CC program yields the real К -
submatrices to which the Τ -matrices are connected as follows 
T J = -sitf^i + к г Ч I + iKJ} (1*.2) 
The relation between the Τ - and the S -matrices is given by 
T J = l - S J (1*.3) 
where I is the identity matrix. 
The computer output yields the matrix elements for a fixed total 
energy E; E = E. . + E . = -h2k^/2w + 3j(j+l) = E.'. + E' . = 
ы
 k m rot j kin rot 
2 2 
-ft k'. /2y + Bj(J' + l), where quantities without (with) primes correspond 
to the situation before (after) the collision. The reduced mass of the 
system is indicated by μ. The total angular momentum number J is a 
good quantum number, i.e. there is no interaction between the different 
К , S or Τ" submatrices. The rotational energy of the molecule 
before (after) the collision depends on the rotational quantum number 
j (j'), and the rotational constant В = 59.3 cm . 
* The angle between R and r will be denoted by Θ, yielding соз = R.r. 
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In DWA the S-matrix elements are given Ъу 
Sd'm'j'm'lm jm.) = (к ./к'. ) 1/2.ехр[і(л .+η )] 
•^о.
611-0т.ш-. ш· --^Γ* F1,.,(^R)<J
,
m
jl'm;|V2(R)P2(R.f)|omjlJn1> 
J J J- 1 "л к.. U 
. F .(k.R)dR] {h.h) 
Here, the functions F-.-(R) (Fn,-,ÍB)) a r e solutions of the uncoupled 
Schrödinger equation, with V(R) = V (R), corresponding to the kinetic 
energy before (after) the collision. The phase shifts η. . and n, .., 
lj 1 J 
are defined by the asymptotic behaviour lim F .(R) ^  sin(k.R-l'r/2+n .) 
R-x» 1J J 1J 
and lim Γ-,,.,ίΗ) ъ sin(k,.R-l,n/2+n , ., ), respectively. For our choice 
R-MD -L 0 J 1 J 
of quantization axis the potential matrix element is given by 
V 2 ( R ) < j , m t l , i n : J _ | P 2 ( R . r ) | j m j l m 1 > = V 2 (R) | ( 2 j + 1 ) ( 2 j ' + 1 ) (21+1 ) ( 2 1 · + 1 ) | 1 
m'. / j ' 2 j \ / 1 ' 2 1 
/2 
(-1) 
.0 0 0/ \0 0 0/ \-m'- m'.-n. rc./ Xn.-m! m'.-m. 0 
J J J J J J J J 
гц ,0 m' -т.-m'. 
Τ- 1 J О 
The quantum numbers 1, 1', т., m'., т., m' correspond with the orbital 
angular momentum before and after the collision, the projection of 
angular momentum j and j' and the projection of 1 and 1' on the 
chosen quantization axis, respectively. 
Starting from the scattering matrices we calculate the scattering 
amplitudes. In CC we find 
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m.-m'. i(m.-n'. )φ <» J+j J+j ' 
f(j'm'jm.,x) = } ί—y- (_) J Je J J Σ Σ Σ 
0 J
 ( k . k l ) 1 / 2 J=0 1=|J-J| l'=|j-j'l 
J и 
\ 0 m. -m./ Vm.-m'. m', -m./ *' J J ' 
il u J J J J 
.„ m.-m'. 
[(21+1)(21»+1)]1/¿ P1Í J(coex)TJ(j'l',jl) (U.6) 
Associated Legenâre polynonials are denoted Ъу P., J(cosx) (réf. 12), 
where χ corresponds to the deflection angle, i.e. the angle between k. 
and k'., the unit wave vectors of the incoming and outgoing particle, 
respectively. 
With the help of Eq. (h .h) we find directly the analogue formula 
in DWA 
r(j'm\,jm.,x) = - -^- Σ (21+1 )[ ехр(2іті . )-1]P, (cosx)6 6 
J J ¿K-j
 1 = 0 J-J -ь JJ m^rij 
0 m.-m'. i(m.-m'. )f » » , , 
- '
μ
 (-) J J e J J Σ Σ i 1 - 1 [ (21+1)(21' + 1)] 1/¿ . 
il к.к'. 1=0 l'=0 
J О 
j[l'-(m.-m'. )] 1 ) 1 / 2 m.-m'. 
¡[l'+(m"J)]'.| Pl· '(-SX) / F1,.,(klR)V2(R)F1.(k.R)dR 
J J ^ 
^j'n'.l'mi |P (R.f ) Ijm.lm >exp[i(n .+η , ., )] (І4.7) 
The matrix element <j'm'.l'rn'|p„(R.r )|jm.lm> determines the selection 
rules in DWA: 
j' = j, ;+2; 1' = 1, 1+2; mi = m., m,+1, n,+2; m = m,+m = ml+m' 
J J J J " J - L J - L 
5i* 
For the integral cross section one finds in CC 
k'. 
cU'm'jm,) = т^ ψ(ο·πι·,^ΓΠ.,χ|2άΩ 
J 
-i Σ 
к. l'=0 
J 
I'+j' J+j 
Σ Σ 
j=|i'-j,| i=|J-j| 
.1-1' 
1 
1 J J \ / i' J' J 
0 m · - η . / \jn. -m '. m '. -m. 
J 0 J J J J 
(2J+1)(21+1)1/2 T^j'l'.jl) ('t.8) 
and s i m i l a r l y , i n DWA 
16 
o U ' m l . j m . ) = Υ μ (2J + 1 ) ( 2 J ' + 1 
J J
 ft k-k'. \ 0 0 0 / V-m', m'.-m. m. 
J J J J J J' 
У 2 j \ 2 / j · 2 
Σ ( 2 1 ' + i ) 
l ' = 0 
1-1 ' 
Σ i 1 i (21+1 : 
1=C 
1 ' 2 1 1 ? 
0 0 0/ Vm.'-m. m.-m'. 0 
0 J J J 
ƒ F
n
 , . , ( k , . B ) V 0 ( R ) F n . ( k . H ) d R c o s ( n .+n, , · , ) 
Q 1 J J ¿ I J 0 ±J J- d 
ς i 1 - 1 ' ( 2 1 + 1 : 
1=0 
1 ' 2 1\ / 1 ' 2 l \ » 
ƒ F , , ( k ! R ) V (R)F
n
 . ( k . R ) d R . 
0 0 0/ Vni-rij ffij-mj 0 / С J ¿ i 0 J 
•
 8in(T,lj+T,I-j') :u.9) 
In general, the differential cross section is related to the scattering 
amplitude Ъу: 
do k'· I 
-^ U'mj.jnij.x) = ^  |f(j'm' jm ,χ) 
J 
(U.10) 
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The total integral,degeneracy averaged,cross section is given Ъу 
a(j',j) alj'm'. ,jm) 2 j + 1
m.m'. -""J" 
J J к
2
 J 2J + 1 11-
6..,6lv-sJiyi',òi) 
С.11) 
The definition of the relaxation cross section is taken from 
Shafer and Gordon (ref. 13) 
^(j'j'.jj) = 1 P Σ [(2j'+l)/(2j
 +
 l)]1/2(2J +1)(2J +1) 
k 2 J J
a
 11' α ß 
[J0 1' J ' »J. 
β α e 
*J„ i1 к i1) (i к ι 
Μ δ δ -Ξ
 p(j4',jl)S "(j'l'.jl)] (it.12) 
I J ) J J 
Here, spin rotational relaxation corresponds to к = 1, spin coupling 
relaxation to к = 2. Equation (І4.12) is used in the following to com­
pare older CC calculations (ref. 13) with those obtained using a re­
cent realistic potential for the system Hp-He. 
The opacity function Ρ (j',j), with j' ^  j is defined by 
p J ( j ' , j ) 
k 2 
SJ(j4',jl) 
С*.13) 
where σ (j'jj) is the contribution to σίό',ό) of the partial wave be­
longing to the total angular momentum quantum number J. 
One has Σ p(j·,j) = 1 - 1/(2j+l) Σ S^j I'.jl) 1, i.e. 
Ρ (j'jj) can assume unity only for completely inelastic events. For 
dominant coupling (i.e. if all channels receive an equal share of 
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probability) one finds Ρ (j',j) = —~:— , where N equals the total 
number of open channels. If energetically only j' = 1 and 3 is allowed, 
N - 10, for instance; excitation of j = 1 to j' = 3 would yield, then, 
P J(j ,,j) = 7/10. 
h.3. THE COMPUTER PROGRAM 
To describe a collision between an atom and a diatomic molecule 
one has to solve the equation 
2 
ΗΨ(£,Γ ) = [- |^ Vp + BÎ.J + V(R,R.r )]f(R,f ) = Ef(i$,r ) (U.lU) 
This partial differential equation is transformed into a set of ordi-
nary differential equations, using the expansions 
Y(R,f ) = Σ к"1 u ^ . Í R ) Y ??,,(«,?) (»..15) 
j'l' і 0 J 
and 
TM τ · im /j 1 à \ m" ml 
YJ"(R,f ) = Σ /ШГГ) (_)1-J-M( Y.J(f )Y (R) 
J
 m j,m 1 Vmj m 1 -M/ J 
(li.16) 
The resulting expression is given by: 
•
2
 £ 
dR: 
ft_ , d _ l'(l^l) _ ,2 Jlj , j
 + 
+ Σ <j4'JM|v(R,r )|j"l"JM>u^;J„(R) = 0 (U.17) 
l"j" 1 J 
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Using Eq. (1».1) t h e m a t r i x e l e m e n t o f t h e p o t e n t i a l y i e l d s 
< j 4 ' J M | v ( $ , r ' ) | . j " l " J M > = ( - ) , i + - i , " J [ ( 2 j ' + l ) ( 2 j " + l ) ( 2 1 ' + l ) ( 2 1 , , + 1)] 1 / 2 . 
/ j " к j ' \ / 1 " к l ' \ li' 1 ' J . 
χ Σ V (R) (U.18) 
k \ 0 0 0 / \ 0 0 0 / ' 1 " j " k ' K 
The solution u1, .,ίκ) descrihes a spherical wave belonging to the 1 0 
total angular momentum J with an incoming spherical wave unequal to 
zero for the l,j channel. The asymptotic boundary condition for 
u^.tR) is thus 
u ^ . d O ^ 6jjli111.kjRJ1(kjR) -y^I^Cjl.j'l'îkïR^.ikjE) (lt.19) 
Numerical quadrature of the set of ordinary differential equations 
yields values of the real K-matrix. 
The Sams and Kouri method (ref. 3) deals with the numerical inte-
gration by transforming the set of ordinary second order differential 
equations to a set of integral equations of the Volterra type with the 
appropriate boundary condition at large distances already built in: 
TD 
U(R) = G1(R) + 02(Η)./01(Η·).ν(Η·).υ(Η').άΗ· 
0 
1 R 2 
G (R)JG (R'Î.VÎR'Î.UCR'J.dR' 
+ G1(R)JG2(R').VÍR,).U(R,).dR' С.20) 
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Неге, иск) stands for a matrix with elements u . t(R); fixed upper in-
dices l,j determine the elements fer a single column. The diagonal ma­
trices G (К) contain the appropriate spherical Bessel functions. If 
the K-matrix formalism applies (as in Eq. (!J.19)) they read [G (R)] . = 
-'-J 
ρ 
k.Rj-.(k.R) and [G~(R)], · = -Rn (k.R), where j and n. are spherical 
J •'- J -'-J -'-J -^- -^  
Bessel and Neunan functions, respectively. 
If the last term in EG. (h.20) is neglected, the solution of this 
new integral equation is given by U (R). Then 
U(R) = U0(R) + U1(H) ('t.21) 
with U (R) = С . U0(R) (U.22) 
and C = [I - ƒ G (R').V(R').U (RMdR·]' 
0 
ƒ G2(R').V(R').U0(R')dR' (Ц.23) 
As the elements of Care constant, U (R) obviously satisfies the same 
boundary conditions as L K R ) . Thus to calculate the scattering matrix 
we only need to find the solution U (R) of 
U0(R) =G2(R).Y1(R) - G V R J - Y ^ R ) (h.2h) 
1 1 A 
with Y (R) = ƒ G (R^.ViR· ).U (R'îdR' 
0 
Y2(R) = I - ƒ G2(R^).V(R,).U0(R^)dR, 
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For the purpose of numerical integration the integrals in Eq. (h.2h) 
are replaced by sums 
Υ
Ί(Η.) = Σ G 1(R ).4RJ.U 0(R ).δ 
ι , η η η η 
η=1 
Y^R.) = Ι - Σ G 2(R ).V(R ).U0(R ).δ (1.25) 
ι . η η η η 
η=1 
Неге л is the quadrature weight for the point R with δ = R - R 
0
n ^
 ь r
 η η η n-1 
Formula (U.25) connects in a direct way the value of Y(R.) and Y (R.) 
with their foregoing values at R· , to R . Thereby a very fast and 
stable determination is ensured of the asymptotic values of Y (R) and 
Y 2(R). 
The K-matrix is then found from 
75^ = Y1(R=»).[Y2(R=»)r1 (^.гб) 
since for large R-values (see Eq. (U.19)! 
(R) VtÍ' U0(R) =G1(R  + T4K J.G 2(R) (U.27) 
A great advantage of the Y functions over the old wave functions is 
that although they oscillate in the inner region of the potential they 
soon become monotonous entering the semiclassical outer region. This 
allows a powerful increase of the stepsize δ , controlled by a test on 
η 
the variation of Y during the quadrature from R- on outwards. If the 
variation of Y stays below a preset limit an increase of the step-
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size occurs. The preset value for large I-parameters has to be chosen 
smaller to guarantee stepsize independent results. If the stepsize is 
chosen carelessly a strange oscillatory behaviour can be observed on 
the differential cross section, resembling spurious diffraction 
oscillations. 
For small R a cut-off is introduced at R = R with U (R-) = 0. 
Experience has shown that R„ = 0.5 R (where R stands for the position 
^ O m m ^ 
of the minimum in the potential) is a reasonable choice. If R^ is 
chosen too small overflow occurs. 
The computer time involved can be estimated from a practical 
example. For the calculation of the differential cross sections for 
H„-Kr at UOOO m/s we considered J-values up to l60 for the elastic and 
up to 50 for the inelastic channels. Calculation of the K-matrix typi­
cally needed 16 minutes computer time on an IBM 370 machine. To obtain 
the differential cross section from the K-matrix one needs approxima­
tely 7.5 seconds for an elastic cross section and 5 seconds for an in­
elastic cross section, at one angle. 
h.k. ORBITAL RESONANCES 
For the system Hp-Ar four orbiting resonances (1 = 7, 8, 9» 10) 
have been investigated by us for comparison with DWA calculations by 
Liu and McCourt (ref. iM of the relaxation cross sections σ ( 11,11) 
with к = 1, 2. In Table h.l and Fig. it.2 results are shown, obtained 
from a LJ 12-6 potential with ε = 1.0356 χ 10~ erg, R = 3.556 2, 
q„ g = 0.11* and q _ = 0.16. The lower part of Fig. h.2 shows the 
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Orbiting resonances for H.-Ar. In the louer part the inte­
gral collision cross section is shown as a function of the 
velocity in the region where orbiting resonances occur; here 
only the isotropic part of a LJ 12-6 potential is used with 
e = 1.0356 χ 10~ erg and Я = 3.556 R. In the insert the 
m 
AIP is included to calculate the 1=7 resonance peak in the 
integral,degeneracy averaged,eross section (¡(1,1) (Eq. (4.11)) 
and the relaxation cross sections a (11,11) and σ (11,11) 
(Eq. (4.12)); the strength of the AIP is given by q. „ = 
0.14 and q2 ^ = 0.16. Even this small AIP results in a sig­
nificant shift of the resonance peak to larger velocities 
(dv = 3.5 m/s). 
E. . σ1(11,11) [g2] σ2(ΐ1,1ΐ) [g2] 
[cm " 1] DWA CC DWA CC 
1 = 7 
1 = 8 
1 = 9 
1 = 10 
5 Л 1 
5 .97 
6 . 0 2 
6 . 0 7 
6 .09 
6 . 1 0 
6 . 1 5 
6.21* 
6 .37 
11.91 
12.62 
12.97 
13 .32 
13.1*9 
15.07 
17 .57 
2 1 . 0 8 
22.81; 
2 6 . 3 5 
2 9 . 8 6 
3 1 . 6 2 
3 5 . 1 
8 . 2 
991* 
1*220 
23700 
2901*0 
28070 
6968 
625 
7 6 . 8 
5.01 
3 8 . 2 
71*.i* 
71*. 1 
1*5.7 
5.09 
3 . 7 3 
10.1 
7 .17 
3.1*1* 
3 .97 
3.86 
2 . 8 9 
3 7 . 3 
2 1 . 9 
15.9 
1 6 Λ 
2 2 . 9 
2 3 . 8 
3 8 . 8 
8 7 . 7 
19 .7 
7.31* 
2 9 . I 
3 8 . 8 
1*0.7 
3 9 . 0 
8 . 6 8 
3.1*1 
8.U3 
6 .66 
З . 1 3 
3.1*8 
з.иі* 
2 . 5 9 
M 
596 
2532 
1U220 
171*00 
16Θ00 
1*180 
375 
1*6.1 
3.01 
2 2 . 9 
1*1*.6 
1*1*.5 
27.1* 
3 .05 
2.21* 
6 . 0 6 
l i .30 
2 . 0 6 
2 . 3 8 
2 . 3 2 
1.73 
51.1* 
11*.5 
10 .0 
1 0 . 3 
l l*.0 
11*.5 
2 3 . 3 
5l*.0 
12.1* 
1*.80 
2 0 . 5 
2 6 . 1 
21*.9 
2 3 . 8 
5 .28 
2 . 0 7 
5.Il* 
1*.06 
1.90 
2 . 1 2 
2 . 0 9 
1.57 
Table 4.1. Сотраггзоп between DWA and CC relaxation cross sections near 
the I = 7 i 10 resonances. The same potential as in Fig. 4.2 
2 η 
is used. In DWA, σ (11,11) is always equal to 0.6 χ σ (11,11). 
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approximate effect of the orbiting resonances on the integral cross 
section; here the influence of the AIP is neglected. The 1 = 7 reso­
nance is shown in in the upper part (left scale). Besides a flattening 
a shift of the position of the resonance by about 3.5 m/s is observed 
as a consequence of the AIP. The position of the resonance in the 
relaxation cross sections σ (11,11) and σ (11,11), see Eq. (U.12), 
(right scale) coincides with the 1 = 7 resonance in the integral cross 
section. Their value is two orders of magnitude smaller than those 
found by Liu and McCourt in a DWA calculation (ref. ih). As is evident 
from Table k.î the deviations decrease for resonances at higher 1-
values. 
Reuss and Stolte calculated the 1 = 6 resonance for a slightly 
different potential. They found a splitting of this peak, due to the 
AIP, ref. 15. 
U.5. RESULTS FOR THE SYSTEMS H2-He, -Kr, -Ne. 
U . 5 . 1 . THE SYSTEM H2-He 
U.5.1.1. THE POTENTIAL 
In the following calculations we have used the ab inito potential 
of Mulder et al. (ref. 10), given in 10~ erg if R is in A, 
V(R,e) = О.ОІ43бО( 1+0.277P0( cose ))exp(l 3.335-2.95610.R-0. 182610.R
2) 
15И.7 
8 - Г(і+0.11і*? 2 (соз ))
 h21
6-
kk
 +( і+0.2ббР 2 (соз )) — 
L R R 
+ ( l+0.306P 2 (cos9)) 7 и ^ - 9 1 . Г ( Н ) (lt.28) 
R J 
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with F(R) = 1-exp[-0.888(R-1.572)] for R > 1.572 8 
= 0 for R < 1.572 S 
-lU о 
resulting in a well depth of 0.18 χ 10 erg at R = З.** A. This poten­
tial was otîtained by fitting the short range results of Geurts et al. 
(réf. іб) to the long range results of Mulder et al. (réf. 10). The 
anisotropy measurements of Zandee and Reuss (ref. 17) compare very well 
with predictions obtained from the above potential. A preliminary and 
slightly different version of the potential was discussed (and com-
pared to experiments) by Tang and Toennies (ref. 18). 
In the potential only isotropic terms and terms proportional to 
P„(cos9) are included; higher order terms could be neglected in the fit 
describing the ab initio results for various geometries (ref. 10, 11). 
U.5.1.2. THE OPACITY FUNCTION 
In Fig. it.3 the opacity Ρ (j',j) (Eq. (U.13)) is displayed as a 
function of the total angular momentum quantum number J. The maximum 
value of Ρ (j',j) is unity, for completely inelastic events. As is 
evident from Fig. lt.3 the actual opacity for Η -He, assumes a value 
smaller than or equal to 't.5 x 10 for small J-values. This small 
opacity is interesting in view of the rather large anisotropy para­
meter in the repulsive part of the potential (0.277). In the following 
we shall show that in spite of the small opacity DWA is a rather poor 
approximation, especially for the calculation of inelastic events. 
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Fig. 4. ó. The opacity Ρ (ò'3j) for· inelastic cross sections. Fov the 
systems tfp-ffe (υ - 5000 m/s) and Η -Kr (υ = 4000 m/s) the 
curves correspond with Ρ (3,1) and for H -Ne (ν - 3500 m/s) 
with Ρ (2,0). For Oractical reasons the curves are scaled 
with a factor a. We used the potential of Mulder et al. 
(réf. 10) for I!„-He, the potential of Schleusener and Buck 
(ref. 21) for h'-Ne and for H^-Kr a realistic LJ potential 
(ref. 17). Also a strong AIP was used for H^-Kr resulting in 
the curve denoted by an asterisk. 
b.5.1.3. THh RELAXATICf! CROSS SECTIOKS 
In Fig. 1.4 CC calculations of the relaxation cross sections 
a (22,22) with к = 1, 2 (Eq. (¡4.12)) are displayed. We have compared 
our results using the potential of ref. 10,to the results calculated 
from the potential of Shafer and Gordon (ref. 13). The discrepancy of 
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200 300 400 500 600 Е^рГст-'] 
к Fig. 4.4. Comparison between relaxation cross sections a (33,33) (with 
3 - 2) calculated using the Mulder potential (ref. 20) and 
those obtained from the Shafer and Gordon potential (ref. 13). 
The two thinner lines represent the results of the Shafer 
and Gordon potential for к = 1 and к = 2 while the thicker 
curves represent the cross sections obtained from the Mulder 
potential. The latter results in smaller cross sections 
leading to better agreement with experiment. 
20% is entirely due ίο the difference between the potential models, as 
was tested by us. 
The comparison of Shafer and Gordon between calculated and expe­
rimental relaxation times showed that theoretical values, in general, 
were too high; this discrepancy will be smaller if the potential of 
ref. 10 is used, as is also found by Liu and McCourt (ref. 19). 
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U.5.-\.k. THE DIFFERENTIAL CROSS SECTIONS 
In Fig. 4.5 we show the elastic and inelastic collision cross 
sections with and without reorientations, for ν = 5000 m/s (E/S,. = 
tnr 
2.h). The elastic cross section shows a "hard sphere" hehaviour i.e. a 
nore or less constant value over a large range of angles; superimposed 
on it are diffraction oscillations at small angles and a shadow peak 
at χ = 0. At large angles the elastic cross sections for different 
orientations (m. = 0 , l) differ by ^0%. The separate contributions 
J 
(1/3 -ттг (m. = 0) + 2/3 — (IT.. = 1)) do not add up to the elastic cross dfi j dn j 
section calculated with the isotropic part of the potential alone; the 
deficit is due to the inelastic and reorientation collisions. 
In forward and backward direction the non reorientation cross 
sections dominate, the reorientation cross sections going to zero for 
χ = Ο,π (réf. 8). The fall-off in backward direction is more pro-
nounced than in forward direction reflecting the fact that much more 
particles are scattered under very small angles than under nearly l8o . 
Fig. 4.5. Differential cross sections for И„-He versus scattering 
angle χ (at υ = 5000 m/s). The ab initio potential of 
Mulder et al. (réf. 10) is used to calculate elastic and 
inelastic, reorientation and non-reorientation cross sections 
denoted by (jsm.; ¿'3m'.). The isotropic cross section is 
calculated from the isotropic part of the Mulder potential 
only. For scattering angles χ < 25 some curves are cut off 
for transparency reasons. They are given in the two inserts. 
do Qu / . _, J —./ v i 
•^fU.mri.mi ,X) 
'»
2/sr] 
10-
Η,-Ηβ 
i o J -
^.'/^(1.1.3.3) 
'^/ ^(1.1.1,0) 
il 
•d.o ο,ι ) 
ю-
4
-
•(1.1.3.2) 
•d.O 3.1) 
•(1,1.3.0) 
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~ ~ ^ 
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^ 
(1.1 .LD 
(1.0,1,0) 
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Fxcept for the Διη = 0 cross seel огь, the elastic Am = 2 colli-
J J 
sions (l, + 1, 1, + l) are donmart m nearly forward direction as v«as 
discdssod in ref. 1. 
Around χ = 90 , the | Δτι = 1 e^stic reorientation cross section' 
J 
(1,1, 1,0) and (1,0, 1,1) are about twice as largo as the |Дт = ?| 
one (l, + 1, 1, + 1), th^s feature is compatible wi*h equal probabil1-
ties of collisions with Δη = 0 in the helicity formalism. 
J 
"he cross sections (1,1, ,0) and (1,0, 1,1) differ чу only 6% 
for χ > 20 , these cross sections would coincide in DWA 
"ne inelastic cross sections ^j = 1, j' = j) with Διπ = 0 are 
large i n o a c k w a r a d i r e c t i o n cor^espording to 
head on collisions. The (1,0, 3,0) cross section exceeds the (1,1, 3,1) 
one by about a factor 2. This car be intj.tively understood from a ro­
tating dumb-bell model, if the dumb-bell rotates in a plane perpendi­
cular to the incoming (= reverse outgoirg) wave vector Aj / 0 excita­
tions (with conservation of orient it on) are fo^-Didden by symmetry 
arguments. As a matter of fact, the m = 1 state does not correspond 
J 
accurately to tnis plane duirb-bell rotation, however, the preferent 
orientation is properly described. 
it.5. 1.5. COMPARISON BFTWEFN DWA AMD CC 
In Table h.2 the integral elastic and inelastic, reorientation and 
non-reorientation cross sections are displayed (calculated from the 
same potential) for comparison between DWA and CC. Whereas for the 
elastic non-reorientation cross sections only 2.1% and 2.5% diffe-
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j . j ' 
ι ,
1 
1,1 
ι ι 
1.1 
1.1 
1.3 
1.3 
1,3 
1,3 
1.3 
і . З 
і . З 
1,3 
1,3 
1,3 
1,3 
π. ,η'. 
J J 
1,1 
0 , 0 
ι,-ι 
1,0 
0 , 1 
1,-3 
1,-2 
ι,-ι 
1,0 
1,1 
1,2 
1,3 
0 , 3 
0 , 2 
0 , 1 
0,C 
a C C ( j 
f S p l 
¡ И . 2 2 
U 0 . 5 5 
0 . 2 8 ? 
0 . 3 6 0 
0 . 3 7 1 
0.11*5 
О.683 
0.U3I* 
Ο.292 
О.89З 
Ο.814 
0 . 2 5 7 
0 . 3 3 ? 
О. чЭ 
0 . 6 2 U 
0 . 1 2 k 
¡n 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
1 0 - 3 
I C " 3 
ί ο "
2 
i o " 1 
i o " 1 
i o " 1 
I O " 1 
I O " 3 
ιο-
? 
i o " 1 
a ( j ' r . j . j m j ) 
[2 2 і 
і+2.12 
i* 1.58 
О.Зі-6 
0.1*39 
0.1*39 
_ 
-
О.213 χ 
0 . 3 1 2 χ 
0 . 1 1 0 8 
ο. ιοί* 
0 . 3 1 9 χ 
0 . 1 0 6 χ 
0 . 8 3 1 χ 
0 . 1 6 6 2 
ί ο "
2 
ί ο "
1 
ю-
1 
ί ο "
1 
ί ο "
1 
d e v 
+2.·% 
+2.3% 
+ 1 8 . ' ^ 
+ 1 8 . 0 ^ 
+ 1 5 . 3 ^ 
_ 
-5 if» 
+6.1*$ 
+19.k% 
+21 л% 
+і9-к% 
+20.2% 
+2k.q% 
+25 Λ% 
1,3 а 0.21*3 0.305 +20^ 
Table 4.2. Integral collision cross sections for H.-He. A comparison 
is made between the DWA and CC results for the elastic and 
inelastic, reorientation and non-reorientation cross 
sections, and the degeneracy averaged cross section. The 
potential of Mulder et al. (réf. 10) is used at a kinetic 
energy corresponding to ν = 5000 m/s. The last row gives 
the cross section a(j',j)· The deviations between OVA and 
CC are given in the last column. 
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rences are found the elastic reorientation cross sections differ al­
ready oy 15 to 19^· 
Those cross sections which are forbidden in DWA due to the selec­
tion rule Διη. < 2 (see Eq. C*.?)) amount to about 0.3% of the integral, 
total degeneracy,averaged inelastic cross section 1/3 E • (j = 1,m.; 
mj mj J 
j' = 3,n'. ) = 0.2h3 A at an initial kinetic energy corresponding to 
J 
ν = 5OOO m/s. 
The deviations for DWA allowed inelastic transitions are rather 
large, 20 to 50%. 
The transition j = 1 to j ' = 3 with m- = 1 and m'. = -1 (1,1;3,-1) 
forms the only exception on the general observation that inelastic 
transitions are overestimated in DWA; the reason may be that this cross 
section is comparatively small and thus an important contribution can 
come from the processes where the final state is reached through an 
intermediate one (e.g. m. = O). These processes are impossible in DWA. 
J 
As expected, we found agreement between CC and DWA calculations 
for partial cross sections at high 1-values. 
it. 5.2. THE SYSTEM H2-Kr 
It. 5.2.1 . THE POTENTIAL 
The potential adopted for the system Hp-Kr has the following form 
VtR.r) = {
e
(R
m
/R)12(l+q2jl2P2(R.f)-2(Rm/R)
6(l+q2)6P2(R.r))} (Ц.29) 
We used the following parameters for the "realistic" potential 
ε = 1.09 χ Ю - 1 erg; R
m
 = З.65 2; ^ ^ = 0.08; q 2 6 = O.09. 
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Although these parameters come from a fit to the anisotropy measurements 
of ref. IT, amore recent and complete analysis yielded potentials of 
higher quality and flexibility with the correct long raлge behaviour (ref. 
18) . The most recent and complete analysis is obtained by Carley (ref. 
20). However, our potential is still realistic enough to be used for 
model calculations with predictions not too far from reality. 
In addition, the simple form adopted above allows for investiga­
tion of the influence of the repulsive and attractive anisotropy, 
separately. We have derived results, too, from a "strongly anisotropic" 
potential with q. ._ = 1.0 and q , = 0.1 (for instance, see Fig. 4.6). 
it. 5.2.2. THS OPACITY FUNCTION 
In Fig. k.3 the opacity function is displayed for the realistic 
and for the strongly anisotropic potential. For large J-values (J = 30) 
the opacity calculated from the strongly anisotropic potential is 
about 100 times larger than the opacity calculated from the realistic 
2 
potential, as one expects from DWA (opacity proportional to q .„). 
This proves that here the opacity is mainly influenced by the repulsive 
anisotropy (see also probing distance for inelastic cross sections, 
section it. 5.2.6). COMPEFS are absent. 
it. 5.2.3. THE DIFFERENTIAL CROSS SECTIONS 
In Fig. it.6, the elastic and inelastic cross sections with and 
without reorientation are displayed, both for the realistic potential 
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and the strongly anisotropic potential, at an initial kinetic energy 
corresponding to ν = lOOO m/s (Ε/Ε_^ = 2.2). The elastic cross 
tnr 
section calculated neglecting the AIP nearly coincides with the elastic 
cross section for m. = m'. = 1 (1,1: 1,1) and m. = m'. = 0 (1,0: 1,0) for 
J J J J 
the realistic potential. 
For the strongly anisotropic potential very large orientational 
effects are present between χ = 60 and χ = 90 . These results form 
an extension to larger angles and higher velocities of those effects 
described in ref. 1. Interestingly enough the dip at χ = 90 in the 
curve (1,0; 1,0) also occurs in the inelastic cross section (1,0; 3,0), 
though shifted to slightly lower angles. 
Fig. 4.6. Differential cross sections for H^-Kr versus scattering angle 
χ at υ - 4000 m/s. The potential used is of the W 12-6 type 
with ε - 1.09 χ 10~24 era and R = 3.65 Я. for the AIP we 
chose two different sets of anisotropy paramevers (q*
 7„ = 
0.09, q2 J« - 0.08 as "realistic" and q2 6 - 0.1, q2 J 2 - 1.0 
as "strongly anisotropic") to calculate the elastic and in­
elastic cross sections with and without reorientation 
(jjW.; j',m'.). The isotropic curve is calculated neglecting 
the AIP. There are 7 curves which represent the strongly 
anisotropia potential; they are denoted by -·-·- (1}1; 1,1), 
(1,0; 1,0), the upper solid line (1,1; 3,1), 
(1,0; 3,0), (1,1; 1,-1), (1,0; 1,1) and the upper 
solid curve (1,1; 1,0). Only inelastic reorientation cross 
sections calculated from the realistic potential are shown. 
τι* 
H-Ijm, j>¡ Χ) 
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 60 90 100 110 120 130 KO 150 160 170 180° Χ 
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The effect of enhanced anisotropy in the repulsive part of the 
potential on inelastic cross sections is studied in more detail in 
Fig. 't.7. One finds that the absolute value of the inelastic cross 
section increases strongly with increasing q.5 0 values (without 
changing the diffraction pattern). Moreover, strong differences appear 
between (1,0; 3,0) and (1,1; 3,1). At small angles and for small q.-
values the shift of the inelastic cross sections is larger than one 
2 
would expect from a q „-proportionality, indicating the presence of 
COMPEFS. For small angles and large q-values the shift becomes com­
parable or smaller than the splitting of curves for the different m.-
channels. For χ = ΐ8θ , the m. = 0 cross section is always larger than 
the m. = 1 cross section. An explanation was indicated in section 
U.J.I.1* in connection with the results for H„-He. 
In Fig. и.б the inelastic cross section (1,0; 3,0), calculated 
for the strongly anisotropic potential, assumes a value of about 1/3 
of the isotropic cross section at large angles. 
In the same figure, the two elastic cross sections with a Διη.= ¿1 
reorientation (1,1; 1,0) and (1,0; л ,1), show only small differences 
at large angles (in DWA they would coincide). However, at small angles 
large differences are found. 
The elastic reorientation cross section with Am. = 2 (1,1; 1,-1) 
J 
approximates within a factor of 2 the isotropic cross section for 
small angles. It drops off very steeply with increasing angles, for 
the strongly anisotropic potential. 
For the realistic potential all elastic reorientation cross 
sections show a very pronounced and narrow dip at about Uo . For a 
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Fig. 4.7. Influenae of enhanced anisotropy in the repulsive part of the 
AIP on the inelastic non-reorientation cross sections for Η „-Kr 
at ν = 4000 m/s. The isotropic potential is given in the le­
gend of Fig. 4. 6. The lowest set of curves (with m . = 0 and 
«7 
m . = 1) represents the "realistic" potential (qO „ = 0.09, 
q.
 10 - 0.08). The upper solid line (m. = 0) and the small 
dashed curve (m. = 1) belong to the strongly anisotropic po­
il 
tential (q0 . = 0.1, q0 Ί9 - 1.0). Inbetweenare chosen 
«2,6 = 0 · 2 ' «B.IB = 0 · 5 a n d q2,6 = О'1* 12,12 = 0 · 2 a s a n i -
sotropy parameters. The first are used to calculate the dotted 
m. - 1 and the dashed-dotted m. = 0 line; the latter give 
3 3 
the upper solid m. = 1 and the dashed m • - 0 curve. 
3 3 
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slightly different AIP (q2 g = 0.11 and q = 0.0Θ) the dips are 
shifted to larger angles (Δχ = 23 ). Thas we can consider these dips 
as very pronounced COKPEFS. 
The two curves with Διπ. = 1,(1,1; 1,0) and (1,0; 1,1),nearly coin­
cide over the whole angular range. 
At large angles the inelastic cross section without reorientation 
exceeds by far the elastic reorientation cross sections. The curve 
(1,0; 3,0) is a factor of about 1.5 larger than the (1,1; 3,1) curve 
over the full angular range. 
The inelastic reorientation cross sections with Am. = 1 are of the 
J 
same order of magnitude as the elastic ones; however, no CCMPEFS occur; 
the inleastic reorientation cross section (1,0; 3,2) is approximately 
a factor 3.1 smaller than the (1,1; 3,3) one; similarly, the cross 
section (1,1; 3,2) is a factor 1.? larger than (1,; 3, 1). 
There is a tendency that cross sections leading to larger |m.|-
values are larger than those leading to smaller |m.|-values, for in-
J 
elastic reorientations with a chosen |Am.| = 1,2 for the realistic po­
tential. 
Inelastic transitions with Дт- = З,1* (which are forbidden in DWA, 
J 
see Eq. (U.7)) are about a hundred times less probable than those 
corresponding to the smallest cross section in Fig. h.6. 
If one considers the som of all inelastic (r.on-)reorientation 
cross sections a nearly constant value is found over the full angular 
range, except at about k3 where COMPEFS are present for the elastic 
reorientation cross section. A similar behaviour was found for the 
system H„-He. 
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h.5.2.l. CCAPAFISON BETWEEN DWA AND CC 
In Table h.3 the integral (elastic, inelastic and reorientation) 
cross sections are compared at ^ OOO m/s. Except for the elastic cross 
sections deviations between both calculations of a few percent have 
been found. 
In Fig. h.8 the inelastic non-reorientation cross sections in DWA 
and CC can be compared. For large angles approximately h% effects are 
found 
do 
Зд dm,, 3m,'. XI — 
[Ä2/sr] 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 60 90 100 110 120 130 КО 150 160 170 180 Χ 
Fig. 4.8. Comparison between WA and CC aalaulations of the differential 
inelastic collision cross sections without reorienation for 
H9-Kr at ν = 4000 m/s using the realistic potential given in 
the legend of Fig. 4.6. The solid lines represent CC calcula­
tions, the dashed and the dotted line correspond to DWA re­
sults. At large angles the discrepancy between DWA and CC 
amounts to approximately 47,. 
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J,J m .m'. σ ( j ' m ' . j m J σ ( j ' m ' j m . ) dev 
J J J J J J 
[S2] [*2] 
5.65 
h.62 
0.362 χ ΙΟ" 1 
0.118 χ I O - 1 
0.118 χ I O - 1 
+0.02^ 
+0.03% 
-0.3% 
+5.11 
+k.2% 
1,1 105.63 
0,0 10U.59 
1,-1 0.363 χ 10" 1 
1,0 0.112 X IO" 1 
0,1 0.113 χ Ю - 1 
3 1,-3 О.26О χ 10 
3 1,-2 0.123 x Ю - 5 
3 1,-1 0.18I4 χ ί ο - 3 0.1T5 χ ю - - 3 -5.15 
3 1,0 O.322 χ I O - 2 O.329 χ 10"'" +?.!% 
3 1,1 O.133 χ Ю - 1 0.138 χ 10" ' +3. 
3 1,2 О.Юб χ I O - 1 0.110 χ Ю - 1 +3. 
3 1,3 О.256 χ I O - 2 О.263 x Ю " 2 +2. 
3 0,3 O.IOU χ ю - 5 
3 0,2 0.827 χ Ю - 3 0.877 χ 1 0 " J +6.6$ 
3 0,1 Ο.8Ι3 χ Ю - 2 0.876 χ Ю - 2 +3. 
з ο,ο 0.199 χ ю - 1 0.206 χ Ю - 1 +ЗЛ% 
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1 1,3 av 0.327 χ 10 1 0. χ ί  ' +3.; 
Table 4.3. Integral collision cross sections for И.-Кг at an initial 
kinetic energy corresponding to ν = 4000 m/s. A comparison is 
made between the DWA and CC results for the elastic and in­
elastic cross sections with and without reorientation; for 
the degeneracy averaged inelastic cross section, see the 
last row. The deviations between DWA and CC are given in the 
last colurm. The potential used is of the LJ 12-6 type with ε = 
1.09 χ 10~ 4 erg, {¡^3.65%, q2 - 0.09 andq2 „ = 0.08. 
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U.5.2.5. INELASTIC DIFFRACTION UNDLLATI04S 
The low angle part of the inelastic differentia- cross sections 
shows interference maxima and minima. In Fig. h.9 the positions of the 
extrema in the diffraction undulations nave been plotted up to N = 'h. 
In the same figure are plotted the corresponding extrema for elastic 
scattering at kinetic energies corresponding to the wavenunoers к and 
J 
10 12 U 16 N 
Fig. 4.9. Analysbs of the diffraction pattern in the inelastic diffe­
rential cross section for H^-Kr at an initial kinetic energy 
corresponding to ν = 4000 m/s. The scattering angle χ at 
which the Nth extremum (maximum or minimum) in the diffrac­
tion pattern occurs is plotted against N. The symbol • [D] 
represents the extrema in (1,0; 3,0) [ (1,1; 3,1)]. For oom-
parison the extrema in the elastic differential cross sec­
tions are shown calculated at kinetic energies corresponding 
to k'. (solid line, ·) and to к . (dashed line, o). The same 
potential as in Fig. 4.8 is used. 
8-
к'.. One sees that the original patterns coincides with that for V. . 
J J 
Thereby it i ε established that the outgoing vavenumber determines the 
positions of the extrema. The fact alone that such a regular 
diffraction pattern exists in inelastic scattering, implies that the 
chango from k. to k'. happens in a narrow range at about the distance 
J J 
of closest approach. 
Ц.5.2.6. THE PRC3ING DISTANCH 
In Fig. it. 10 is shown how integral inelastic collision cross 
sections build up if for increasing R
n
 the ATP is cut off at R . 
At ν = ItOOO ir./s the main contribution comes from the narrow 
range between 3.0 A and 4.5 A. 
It. 5.3. THE SYSTEM 21 -Ke 
1.5.3.1. THE POTENTIAL· 
The potential for the system H?-Ne, adopted by Schleusener and 
Buck (ref. ?l) consists of a repulsive exponential term and three dis­
persion terms which are multiplied by a soft cut-off function рек). If 
о . . . . -lit 
R is m A the potentia_ is given m 1С erg by 
V0(R) = expd 1.87 - 3.90 R) - Ι^ψ- + ψ + ^ ψ ) χ F(R) 
Ή R R 
yielding ε = 0.h% χ 10~1 erg; R = 3.30 S 
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*(l='.j'=3.-Rcut „,,) adzl.m^l. jzS.m =оЛс и | o H ) 
[Г 
5«10" 2 
4 »Ю - 2 
З'Ю"
2 
2 «ГО"2 
20 30 ¿,0 50 60 70 ВО Rcul o f l [Ä] 
Fig. 4.10. The probing distance. Foi· H.-Kr at ν - 4000 m/s it is shown 
hew the inelastic cross section builds up as function of R 
(the cut off distance). The integral degeneracy averaged 
cross section a(Z,l) (left scale) and the arbitrarily 
chosen inelastic reorientation cross section o(j = 1, 
m. = 1; j ' = 3, m'. = 0) (right scale) are displayed. The 
same potential is used as in Fig. 4.8. 
UJ 
э-іо
_3 
3'10_ 
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and 
V 2 ( R ) = e x p ( 1 0 . 9 3 - ^ . 0 0 H) - ( ^ + M + A l ^ , χ F ( R ) 
R R R 
The cut-of f function F ( R ) i s given by 
R D 2 
F ( R ) = e x p ( - ( 2 . 2 9 ~ - 1) ) for R < 2.29 R^ 
= 1 for R > 2.29 R 
with Rp = 2.Ο65 2 
The аЪо е potential is the result of a fit to differental collision 
cross section measurements of Schleusener and Buck (ref. 21). They 
investigated the elastic (j = 0) and inelastic (j = 0 to j = 2) cross 
sections for D„-He and the elastic (j = 0) and inelastic (j = 0 to 
¿ = I) collision cross sections for the system Ю-Не. 
The anisotropy calculated using this potential agrees fairly well 
with the experimental values ohtained by Zandee and Reuss (ref. 1?). 
Fig. 4.11. Differential cross sections for H9-Ne versus scattering 
angle χ at V = 3500 m/s. The potential of Schleusener and 
Buck is used to calculate the elastic and inelastic diffe­
rential cross sections with and without reorientation 
(ЗзП-і з',гп'.). The isotropic curve is calculated ne-
u J 
glecting the AIP. 
8U 
do 
d 0 w . " 4 J - v 
[ÄVsr] 
( j .m. j ' . m . ' . X ) -
H 2 - N e 
sotropic 
(0,0 . 2.0) 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 160 170 ΙβΟ'Χ 
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U.5.3.2. THE OPACITY FUNCTION 
The opacity function P' (j',j) for H„-Ne obtained from the poten­
tial of Schleusener and Buck is displayed in Fig. L.3. For H--Nc we 
have chosen for the rotational transition characterized by j = 0 and 
j' = 2 calculated at an initial kinetic energy corresponding to ν = 
3500 ir./s. The H„-Me opacity calculated for this choice of parameters 
is rather large compared with the opacity for Hp-He and H?-Kr, even if 
one considers the strongly anisotropic potential for H„-Kr. 
it. 5. 3.3. THE DIFFERENTIAL CROSS SECTIONS 
In Fig. 't. 1 1 tne elastic and inelastic differential collision 
cross sections with and without reorientation, denoted by (j,m.; j',m'. ) 
J J 
are shown. The initial kinoLic energy corresponds to ν = 3500 m/s. The 
potential used is given above. For our choice of rotational states 
(j = 0 ; j' = 0,2) no elastic reorientations and no inelastic reorien­
tations with Am- > 2 occur. 
J 
Both the elastic cross section calculated using the isotropic 
part of the potential alone ("isotropic") and the cross section given 
by (0,0; 0,0) obtained including the AIP, display a "hard sphere" 
behaviour i.e. a nearly constant value over a large range of angles. 
At large scattering angles they differ by *&%. 
The reorientation cross sections (0,0; 2,1) and (0,0; 2,2) fall 
off as χ goes to 0, π. 
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h.5.3.1-. COMPARISON BETWEEN DWA AND CC 
In Tabic h.h the integral elastic and inelastic cross sections 
are displayed for comparison betveer. DWA and CC. Large differences are 
found between DWA and CC results. The elas'ic cross section is only ?% 
off while for inelastic events DWA predicts values which are 2·?% to 
35% too large. These high discrepancies concur with the relatively 
large opacity shown in Fig. h.3. 
... , CC , . . . . ч DWA , .... ч , J,j' m,,ml σ (j'm'., jn.; σ (j'm', ,jm. ) dev 
15??] [ S 2 ] 
0,2 
0,2 
0,2 
0,0 
0,1 
0,2 
0,0 0,0 L8.2T ^9.23 +2% 
0.36U 0.k9k +35% 
С.226 0.299 +32^ 
0.05h Ο.Οβγ +25% 
0,? av 0.92 1.23 +33$ 
Table 4.4. Integral collision cross sections ¡Or H^-Ne at an initial 
kinetic energy corresponding to υ - 3500 m/s, calculated 
using the potential of Schleusener and Buck. A comparison 
is made between the DWA and CC results for the elastic and 
inelastic cross section with and without reorientation; 
the degeneracy averaged inelastic cross section is given in 
the last entry. The deviations between DWA and CC are 
given in the last column. 
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V.5.1*. COMPARISON OK H2-He, -Ne AND -Кг RESULTS 
The differential cross sections for the three investigated systems 
show similar properties, e.g. the diffraction patLern at small angles, 
the hard sphere character at larger angles, the fall off of the reorien­
tation cross sections at χ = 0, π, the increase of the inelastic non-
reorientation cross section for backward scattering. However, the ratio 
of inelastic non-reorientation processes, inelastic reorientation pro­
cesses and elastic reorientation processes to elastic non-reorientation 
processes amounts to about (1.1G ; 2.10 ; 2.10~ ) for Hp-He, (г.'О- ; 
1.10" ; 2.10~ ) for Hp-Kr and (1.10~2; 2.10"2; -) for H2-Ne, respec­
tively. 
Although the opacities found for these systems are rather low 
their relative value is reflected by the deviation between DWA and CC 
results, i.e. larger opacities correspond with larger deviations, and 
by the relative values of the inelastic and the reorientation cross 
sections. 
The cross sections corresponding to (inelastic) reorientation 
processes with Am. > 2 are small, and in DWA even forbidden, due to 
the fact that the initial and final states are not directly coupled. 
COMPEFS showing up as a rather sharp dip in the angular dependence 
are only observed for elastic reorientation cross sections of H_-Kr. 
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ЬАКЕЧі/ЛІГІИС 
In ait proefschrift worden berekeningen beschreven van differen­
tiële ei totale botsngsdoorsnedei voor Fp-edelgassysteiien. De bot-
singsdoorsneden zijn exakt berekend, de z.g. close coupling bereke-
ningen,en vervolgens vergeleken met resultaten verkregen uit bereke-
ningen waarbij verschillende approximaties zijn toegepast. 
Bij de close coupling oerekeringen hebben we in eers4"^ instantie 
gebruik gemaakt van een programma gebaseerd op de integratie-methode 
van Numerov. Met benu^p var ait programma hebben we elastische pro-
cessen bekeken met en zonder reorientaties voor het systeem H^-Kr bij 
een relatieve snelheid van 2600 m/s. Dit programma was echter niet ge-
ëigend om inelastische processen te berekenen. Met behulp van een nieuw 
prograrmra dat de integratie methode van Sans en Koun volgt, waren we 
in staat om rot at ie-aanslagen en de invloed van energetisch met toe-
gestane Kanalen te beschouwen. 
De potentialen die wij gebruiken bestaan uit een isotroop geaeel-
te V ( R ) , dat alleen afhankelijk is van ae afstand tussen de twee 
botsingspartners (R),en een hoexafhankelijk gedeelte V-(R)?„(cose). De 
hoekafhankelijkheid wordt gegeven door een 2e orde Legendre polynoom 
waarbij 9 de foek is tussen de Tioleku^aire as en de intermolekulaire 
afstandsvektor. De vorm van V (R) en V„(R) varieert van een Lennard-
Jones vorm, waarbij de parameters gefit Zxjn aan experimentele gegevens, 
tot een numerieke potentiaal, bepaald uit ab-initio berekeningen. 
Als benaderingen hebben we gebruikt de "distorted wave approxi-
matie" en de "sudden approximatie". In de distorted wave approximatie 
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wordt het anisotrope gedeelte van de potentiaal beschouwd als een 
storing op de isotrope potentiaal. Deze benadering kan dus alleen toe-
gepast worden als de anisotropie van het systeem klein is. De "sudder. 
approximation" geeft een semi-klassieke beschri.ivingswijze waarbij de 
trajectoriën uitsluitend bepaald worden door het hoekonafhankelijke 
gedeelte van de potentiaal en waarbij het molekuul gedurende de wissel-
werking als ruimtelijk vast geSriënteerd beschouwd wordt. Gepoogd is 
om aan de "close coupling" resultaten een fysische interpretatie te 
geven. Ofschoon goede potentialen zelfs voor zulke eenvoudige systemen 
als H„-edelgassen nauwelijks voorhanden zijn, menen wij met de door 
ons gekozen en onlangs getoetste potentialen toch tot semi-kwantita-
tieve uitspraken m.b.t. de diverse botsingsdoorsneden te zijn gekomen. 
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S T E L L I N G E N 
1. Het idee van Noid en Stine om multifotondissociatie ook bij twee-
atomige en andere eenvoudige molekulen te bereiken door tvee lasers 
te gebruiken, waarvan de eerste getuned is op een (lage) vibratie-
overgang en de tweede 10-15$ off-resonantie ingesteld is, zou door 
gebruik te maken van twee COp-lasers bij SF,- getest kunnen worden. 
D.W. Noid and J.P.. Stine 
Chem.Phys.Lett. 65 (1979) 153 
2. In het overigens voortreffelijke verhaal van Amar et al. zijn er 
wat (üp)2 betreft tenminste drie vergissingen in het spel: ten eerste 
leidt elke aanslag van de intermclekulaire vibratie (van der Waals 
binding) tot dissociatie, ten tweede leiden end-over-end rotaties 
met rotatiequantumgetal L > 1 tot dissociatie en ten derde leidt ro-
tationele aanslag van de H2-molekulen niet tot dissociatie. 
F. Amar, M.E. Keilman and R.S. Berry 
J.Chem.Phys. 70 (1979) 1973 
3. Het verdient aanbeveling met magnetische bundelresonantie H2-Ne 
te onderzoeken (in analogie met het onderzoek van Verterne aan (N2)2)» 
juist omdat over de Hg-Re wisselwerking in de buurt van het minimum 
weinig bekend is. 
J. F. C. Verbeme 
Thesis (1979) Nijmegen 
U. Het is een misvatting te denken dat met een combinatie van een 
dichtheidsgevoelige en een fluxgevoelige molekulaire bundeldetektor 
de dimeerfraktie in een bundel bepaald kan worden. 
5. Het is mogelijk uit de meting van de polarisatie van het bij de 
reaktie N0 + O3 •* NO2 + Og uitgezonden licht, de bij voorkeur aange-
slagen toestand te klassificeren. 
A.E. Redpathj M. Menzinger and T. Carrington 
Chem.Phys. 27 (1978) 409 
6. Berekening van oriëntatie-effekten op de totale "botsingsdoorsnede 
via de PCI-IOS benadering kan voor reële systemen tot bevredigende 
resultaten leiden, in tegenstelling tot het door Stolte en Reuss 
uitgesproken vermoeden. 
S. Stolte and J. Reuss 
Atom-molecule collision theory 
A guide for the experimentalist 
R.B. Bernstein (Ed), Plenum Press, New York (1979) 
7. Het is jammer dat twee beroemde wiskundigen als Kac en Ulam in 
een populair boekje over wiskunde en logika het Hilbert bewijs van 
het theorema van Steiner onvolledig brengen. 
M. Kac and S.M. Ulam 
Mathematics and logic 
8. Het is opmerkelijk dat bij het kiezen van de spelling het doel 
soms duidelijk uit het oog verloren wordt, zoals blijkt uit het feit 
dat verscheidene naslagwerken Tesselschade opgeven i.p.v. Tesselschaede 
als anagram van Sachte Sédeles. 
Van Daele's Groot Woordenboek 
Oe Grote Oosthoek 
NRC-Handelsblad 1-9-1979 
9. De veelvuldig gehoorde konstatering dat de Nederlandse film het in 
tempo en intensiteit niet haalt bij de Amerikaanse staat gelijk met 
de bewering dat het Nederlandse leefpatroon niet zo gejaagd er. inten-
sief is als het Amerikaanse. 
1С. Met de afmetingen van het atoom wordt in "Stoffen gaan hun gang" 
een loopje genomen. 
M. Huisman 
blz. 44 in Stoffen gaan hun gang 
Kluwer schoolboeken, Culerriborg, 1976 
11. Het gangbare en door het onderwijs gestimuleerde waarderingsver­
schil tussen unieke kunst zoals doorgaans te vinden in musea enerzijds, 
en in grote oplage vervaardigde kunst zoals pocketomslagen en platen­
hoezen anderzijds, houdt kunst elitair, haar miskennende als deel van 
de hedendaagse op verspreiding gerichte werkelijkheid en zal door de 
geschiedenis achterhaald worden. 
Nijmegen, 7 december 1979 Monique Jacobs 

